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The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is a multi billion dollar international project to create 
a receiving surface of a million square metres, one hundred times larger than the biggest 
receiving surface now in existence. The SKA core array will have to be located in a re-
mote area. Therefore countries interested in hosting the SKA core array were requested 
to perform Radio Frequency Interference measurements at their site of choice. The sys-
tems that are to be used in the measurements must conform to a document called the "RFI 
Measurement Protocol for Candidates SKA Sites", the SKA Memo 37. 
The RFI protocol divides measurements into two parts, Mode 1 and Mode 2. Mode 1 
is defined for the observation of strong RFI and is relevant for SKA receiver linearity 
analysis. Mode 2 is defined for the observation of weak interferences, which potentially 
threatens to obscure weak signals of interest. 
In Mode 1, the RFI protocol specifies a dwell time of 2 fJ,S duration over a large 1 MHz 
bandwidth in the 960 -1400 MHz band (L-band). The reason for this short dwell time 
is to capture and characterize pulsed interference from radars and Distance Measuring 
Equipment (DME) in this band. This kind of interference is expected, potentially with 
very high peak power and short dwell time. Executing these measurements with the 
spectrum analyzer is impractical because of the very long measurement times. It was 
therefore proposed to build a dedicated FFT spectrometer from standard components, 
state of the art FPGA board with a high speed 14 bit ADC. 
The proposed system was designed by Dr. Adrian Tiplady and is called the RFI mea-
surement system 4. This thesis investigates whether system 4 measures impulsive RFI 
as required by the protocol. This was done by simulating the receiver of system 4 and 
feeding the receiver with simulated DME signals. The simulated receiver findings were 
then compared to the real receiver findings when similar DME-like signals were injected 
into the real receiver. 
The practical system was found to be able to withstand high power signals from DME 
systems without suffering from compression and inter-modulation distortion. The maxi-
mum signal that the receiver can handle under automatic gain control is 9 dBm, equivalent 
to 8 mW into 50 Ohms. However, the automatic gain mode was found not to be desirable 
for RFI measurements because of the unknown gain in the AGe. The simulated receiver 
was found to measure RFI as expected by the protocol without any compression and inter-
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SKA stands for Square Kilometre Array. The SKA is a multi billion dollar international 
project to create a receiving sllrface afa million square metres, Olle hUlldred times larger 
than [he biggest receiving surface fLOW in existence [1]. The Republic of South Aftica 
(RSA) has been shoI1-listed as one of the two countries that might host the SKA core array. 
The SKA core array will have to be located in a remote area. This is because, relevant 
radio emissions from the early universe are in the range of a few hundred Mega HeI1z, 
a frequency band now crowded on ealth with TV and cellular telephone transmissions 
[1]. Because of this extremely high sensitivity required by this instmment, we cannot 
rely on the general spectmm protection cliteria that the International Telecommunications 
Union (lTU) Radio Regulations specify in RA 769 for the several very specific palls of 
the radio frequency spectrum. Therefore countries contending for the core array must 
perform Radio Frequency Interference (RFl) measurements. The RFI measurements must 
conform to a document called the SKA Memo 37, "RFI Measurement Protocol for 
Candidate SKA Sites" [2], herein referred to as "the RFl protocol". The RH protocol 
was established lor the measurement and repOlling of RFI at a single site lor the use in 
the SKA site evaluation process by the SKA Site Evaluation and Selection Committee 
(SSESC). 
The RF circuitry of the SA RFl measurement systems was designed by Dr. George Nicol-
son based on the requirements of the protocol, and was assembled and constmcted by 
the HaI1ebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory (lIartRAO) staff [3 J. When this thesis 
project was proposed the RFI measurement sets were expetiencing a number of design 
problems. Among other problems, the 960-1400 MHz band (L-band) measurements took 
longer because of the spectmm analyzer readout time to the dwell time. An option to 
build a dedicated FFT spectrometer was then proposed. The proposed system was to be 
called the RFI Measurement system 4. This thesis project therefore investigates whether 
the L-band receiver of the RFI measurement system 4 meets the requirements of the pro-
tocol and measures the desired man-made "external" RFI as required by the RFI protocol. 










1.1 Thesis Objectives 
The objectives of this thesis project are as follows: 
1. Review, understand and briefly describe the SKA RFI measurement protocol, both 
the average and the burst mode systems. 
2. Review the receiver design of the three SA RFI measurement systems that were 
used for RFI measurements, by the SA RFI team, in the bidding process for the 
SKA core array. 
3. Review the specifications of the proposed RFI measurement system 4 for the 960-
1400 MHz frequency band which uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectrom-
eter. It is essential to note that the measurement of RFI using the FFT spectrometer 
is not specified by the protocol. 
4. Produce a simulation of the proposed L-band RFI measurement system 4 receiver 
using Elanix's SystemView package. 
5. Comment on the performance of the simulated receiver by checking if the RF cir-
cuitry of the proposed receiving system meets the requirements of the SKA proto-
col. 
6. Predict by way of research the likely burst mode interferences in the L-band. 
7. Check using the simulation that the simulated RFI measurement system measures 
burst RFI as expected by the SKA protocol. 
8. If possible, check burst mode RFI measurements on the real RSA equipment. 
The first objective is to be met by studying and comprehending the content of the SKA 
Memo 37, the RFI protocol. This will be done in Chapter 2 as part of the literature re-
view. The second objective will be met by reviewing the relative material as documented 
by the SA RFI team, this will also be documented in the literature review. The specifica-
tions of the components of the proposed RFI measurement system 4 will be researched 
from the SA RFI team. From the specifications of the components as researched, the 
receiver will be simulated in System View. The simulated receiver will be investigated 
if it meets the protocol requirements. The burst mode systems operating in the L-band 
will be researched, simulated in SystemView and injected in the receiver. Since the RFI 
measurement system 4 has been built. It was desired to compare the practical system to 
the simulated receiver. Similar tests done on the simulated receiver will then be verified 
in the practical system. In essence, this will reveal if the simulated receiver replicates the 











1.2 Background to investigation 
The SKA core array will have to be located in a remote area, that is, a radio interference-
free area. Since the SKA is a radio telescope in nature, RFI measurements and reporting 
are therefore the first requirements for countries contending to host the SKA. The Inde-
pendent Communicatjons Authority of South Africa (ICASA) and Hartebeesthoek Radio 
Astronomy Observatory (HartRAO) staff, on behalf of the National Research Foundation 
(NRF) and the Department of Science and Technology (DST), conducted the initial RFI 
survey in South Africa for SKA sites. The proposed sites for the SKA in South Africa in-
cluded the Kalahari Site (the name of the desert on which it is located), the Namaqualand 
Site (named after the Nama people who live there) and the Karoo Site (the large dry area 
which dominates the centre of the country) [1]. 
Although the prelimjnary measurements (in November 2003 and January 2004) were 
using conventional commurucations RFI instmmentation, the results were sufficient to 
demonstrate that the sites being observed were relatively quiet over the 150 to 3000 MHz 
frequency range. 'Ibe equipment used for the survey lacked the sensitjvity required for 
radio astronomy RFI surveys [5]. Therefore, the South African SKA Steering Committee 
decided to do a full test at the Kalahari site, which was found to be one of the quietest of 
the three sites in the earlier studies [51-
Based on the RFI protocol, the experience gained with the equipment used for preliminary 
RFI measurements, as well as the proposal from ASTRON 1 and comments from equip-
ment suppliers, the RFI Measurement System 1 was proposed, designed and assembled 
[6]. 'Ibis system is described in great detail in Chapter 2. The RFI measurement system 1 
was deployed in December 2004 in order to satisfy the original RFI measurement dead-
line stipulated by the ISP02 [3]. The pressure to deploy the system and the relatively high 
RFI environment ncar the HartRAO workshops did not allow thorough investigations of 
self-generated signals radiated by the measurement set. The radio quiet environment at 
the site revealed a number of self-generated RFI that were not previously apparent [3]. 
Also, the RFI Measurement System 1 failed to meet the protocol requirements specified 
in Table I of the SKA Memo 37 in band 5 (L-band) because of the following reason. In 
Mode 13 , a very short dwell time (2 micro-seconds) over a large 1 MIIz bandwidth is 
required in the 960 MHz to 1400 MHz band (L-band). This is because this frequency 
band is allocated to aircraft navigation used by Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) 
and Secondary Surveillance Radars. The spectrum analyzer was not capable of scanning 
as fast as the specified 2 fJ,S dwell time would require. As a compromise the fastest sweep 
time supported by the instmment was selected, and the sweep span was matched to the 
entire frequency span of band 5 [3]. Furthermore, the number of times this entire band 
IThe Netherlands group responsible for the SKA Site Spectrum Monitoring for all candidate sites. 
2lnternational SKA Project Office hosted by Astron. 
3Mode 1 is a set of measurements where strong interferences are investigatcd using short dwell times 











is to be swept per measurement cycle as specified in the RFI protocol could not be met. 
This is because of the relatively slow sweep time of the spectrum analyzer. The number of 
repetitions, !V,ep = 18000, for the L-band was chosen (instead of 106 required) to match 
the aggregate measurement time specified for this band in the Mode 1 measurements [3]. 
As an alternative to the use of the spectrum analyzer, it was proposed that an L-band 
dedicated FIT spectrometer be built from standard components, state of the art Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) board with a high speed 14 bit Analogue to Digital 
Converter (ADC). This thesis project investigates the option and the capability of such a 
system to correctly measure RFI as desired by the protocol. It must be noted however 
that the RFI measurement system 1 and its duplicates discussed in Chapter 2 were used in 
the final RFI measurements conducted in October 2005 due to deadline constraints. The 
proposed RFI measurement system 4 was built independently from this thesis, and was 
never used for RrI measurements in the bidding process. The problems investigated in 
this thesis project are listed below. 
1.3 Problems to be investigated 
The problems to be investigated in this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
• Investigate the receiver design of the RFI measurement system 4. 
• Investigate if the RFI measurement system 4 conforms to the protocol specifica-
tions in all respects and that it measures man-made radio frequency interference as 
required by the protocol. 
• Investigate Distance Measuring Equipment interference in the 960 - 1400 MHz 
frequency band, with particular emphasis on the power levels they are likely to be 
detected at, and then check if they saturate the measurement system. 
1.4 Linlitations and Scope of the Study 
This thesis project investigates the L-band RFI measurement system 4. Although the 
RSA RFI measurement systems cover the frequency band from 70 MHz to 26.5 GHz, 
the focus of the investigation is limited to the part of the RSA RFI measurement system 
that processes the L-band. This is because none of the existing RFI measurement systems 
could measure RFI as required by the protocol. The 1215 - 1400 MHz band is also very 












1.5 Plan of Development 
Chapter 2 presents the literature reviewed in this thesis project. In the context of this 
thesis project, literature review refers to the understanding of the electronics used in the 
assembly of the proposed RFI measurement system 4. The difference between the pro-
posed system and the three systems used in the RFI measurements for the bid is briefly 
covered. The three systems are called the RFI measurement system I, system 2 and sys-
tem 3. System I and system 3 are similar, and are used for Mode I measurements. System 
2 is similar to System I and 3, except for the extra low-noise gain block that is common 
to all signal paths and whose function is to defeat the spectrum analyzer contribution to 
the system noise temperature. System 2 is used for Mode 2 measurements at the core site 
only [3]. 
The chapter begins with a summary of the protocol key issues, followed by a review of 
the three RFI measurement systems, and finally a detailed review of the RF electronics 
used in the RFI measurement system 4. 
Chapter 3 discusses the simulation of the receiver of the RFI measurement system 4, 
and the simulation of the DME signals found in the L-band. The receiver simulation is 
presented first, followed by the DME signals simulation. The simulated DME signals are 
injected in the receiver input as if they are the received signals. This means that the power 
level of the DME signals is calculated as the received power assuming the antenna gain 
of the RFI measurement system. 
The receiver consists of what is called in this report, the receiver front-end (first RF stage) 
and the receiver back-end (FPGA demodulating electronics). The receiver front-end is 
made up of non-monolithic RF and Microwave components and the demodulator is a 
Field Programmable Gate Array. This chapter describes the simulation of these two re-
ceiver parts. The simulation of each component (LNA, cable, wide-band amplifier, switch, 
variable gain amplifier, mixer, local oscillator, baseband amplifier and filter) is thoroughly 
described. The filters employed in the in-phase and quadrature channels are also justified, 
followed by a description of the analogue to digital conversion. 
The chapter ends with a discussion of the simulation of the Distance Measuring Equip-
ment (DME) signals in the 962 - 1213 MHz range. The DME signals are researched here 
because they are expected with very high peak power and short duration and are suspected 
to give problems to the receiving system. 
Chapter 4 presents the tests performed on the simulated receiver and the parameters that 
were calculated in order to characterise the receiver. The chapter begins with the basic 
theoretical calculations that are important in finding out the receiver's capabilities. For 
instance, the minimum and maximum detectable signal power. 
The system gain is treated first, and the receiver is found to have a minimum and maxi-
mum gain due to the VGAs. The gain values are verified in the simulation tests by looking 











temperature of the receiver which must obey the protocol requirements. Using the noise 
figure calculator of the AppCAD from Agilent Technologies, as well as the System View 
simulation, the noise temperature of the receiver is computed. This is followed by the in-
vestigation of the dynamic range of the receiver. The receiver dynamic range is set by the 
minimum and maximum detectable signal power. The investigation of the power levels 
of these signals is carried out at maximum gain. 
The maximum detectable signal power indicates the power level where harmonic dis-
tortion begins and inter-modulation products begin to show. This is also confirmed by 
feeding the receiver with signals larger in amplitude than the maximum detectable signal. 
This concept is further tested by tracing a small and a large amplitude signal in the re-
ceiver chain by means of a graph showing the signal amplitude at consecutive stages of 
the receiver, taking into account both the minimum and maximum gain of the VGAs. 
The chapter ends with two-tone testing, where the power level of the two-tone signal that 
causes unacceptable inter-modulation products is investigated. Simple CW sinusoidal 
waveforms are used in the two-tone testing. The other tests that are performed use the 
simulated DME signals at various amplitude levels starting from -110 dBm and increasing 
in 5 dB steps. 
It must be stressed that, since the simulated receiver could not be automated, the following 
tests assume manual mode. Also, only the minimum and maximum gain of the VGAs are 
considered in the tests unless otherwise stated. 
Chapter 5 presents the practical tests that were done on the RFI measurement system 4. 
The purpose of the tests was to ensure that the simulated receiver replicates the practical 
system and to confirm the simulated receiver predictions. And most importantly, to inves-
tigate if DME-like signals are correctly measured by the system and do not saturate the 
receiver. 
Because of the difficulty in injecting the signals at the LNA input or via the antenna, 
it was decided to perform the tests on the demodulator and the digitiser. However, the 
accumulated gain of the receiver front-end is accounted for in the signal processing. In 
other words, the RF signal is injected at the RF input of the demodulator where the sig-
nal from the antenna mast would normally be connected. The accumulated gain in the 
receiver front-end is then considered in signal processing to account for the full receiver 
chain gain. Otherwise, in practise the receiver back-end (demodulator and digitiser) is 
sufficient to demonstrate the receiver's capabilities. The terms "receiver" or "system 4 " 
are used in this chapter to refer to the receiver back-end being tested. 
The receiver is tested using two types of RF signals: the continuous waveform (CW) 
sinusoidal signals, and amplitude modulated waveforms with DME signal characteris-
tics. The tests using CW signals are presented first, followed by the amplitude modulated 
waveforms with DME signal characteristics. The tests using CW signals are done to 












The receiver has two modes of operation: (i) manual mode and (ii) Automatic Gain Con-
trol (AGC) mode. The manual mode is where the gain of the variable gain amplifiers is 
adjusted manually using a potentiometer. The receiver is tested for performance in both of 
these modes of operation. The receiver is tested using CW signals in both modes, whereas 
the DME-like signals are only tested in AGe mode. This is because, using CW signals 
it was found that manual mode, minimum gain, is not good for making measurements of 
this nature. In manual mode, only the minimum and maximum gain is considered as the 
power level of the RF signal is varied. 
Chapter 6 documents the conclusions made from the study and presents the recormnen-
dations for better receiver performance, and particularly how to measure burst mode RFI 
in the L-band. 
This research has confirmed that the receiver under investigation, the RFI measurement 
system 4, can and will measure DME RFI without suffeling from compression and inter-
modulation distortion. Manual mode and maximum gain is the preferred choice for RFI 
measurements, but care must be taken for interference sources closer than 11.5 krn as they 
will saturate the receiver. In this case, moderate gain will have to be used and the data 
calibrated accordingly. The measurement of RI;I in AGC mode is forbidden since the gain 













This chapter presents the literature reviewed in this thesis project. In the context of this 
thesis project, literature review refers to the understanding of the electronics used in the 
assembly of the proposed RFI measurement system 4. The difference between the pro-
posed system and the three systems used in the RFI measurements for the bid is briefly 
covered. The three systems are called the RFI measurement system I, system 2 and sys-
tem 3. System 1 and system 3 are similar, and are used for Mode 1 measurements. System 
2 is similar to System 1 and 3, except for the extra low-noise gain block that is common 
to all signal paths and whose function is to defeat the spectrum analyzer contribution to 
the system noise temperature. System 2 is used for Mode 2 measurements at the core site 
only [3]. 
The chapter begins with a summary of the protocol key issues, followed by the review 
of the three RFI measurement systems and finally a detailed review of the RF electronics 
used in the RFI measurement system 4. 
In Mode 1, the protocol [7] specifies a dwell time of 2 J1S duration over a large 1 MHz 
bandwidth in the 960 -1400 MHz band (L-band). The reason for this short dwell time is 
to capture and characterize pulsed interference from radars and DME in this band. This 
kind of interference is expected, potentially with very high peak power [9]. Executing 
these measurements with the spectrum analyzer leads to very long measurement times 
approximated at 5.5 hours readout time per measurement cycle [9]. 
For this reason alone, the required time grows from the estimated 3.3 effective days to 13.1 
days if a million repetitions are to be made ([9], page 11). To avoid the long measurement 
times, it was proposed to investigate the option of building a dedicated FFT spectrometer 
from standard components, state of the art FPGA board with a high speed 14 bit ADC. 
This proposed system was called system 4 and its design (electronics) forms basis of this 
chapter. The protocol requirements are reviewed next, followed by a description of the 











2.1 RFI Measurement Protocol for SKA sites 
The RFI measurement protocol is briefly discussed in this report because of the following 
two reasons: 
1. It is the document from the which the designed systems are striving to conform to 
in terms of the instrumentation used, measurements requirements and site charac-
telisation. Therefore any protocol requirements not met by these systems can be 
easily explained if the protocol is understood. 
2. The proposed FFT spectrometer must comply to the protocol requirements in every 
aspects. Again, comprehending the protocol will ensure all of its specifications and 
requirements are catered for in the proposed RFI system 4. 
The protocol spells out the instrumentation requirements, site characterization minimum 
requirements, and the RFI measurements requirements to be met. The purpose of the 
protocol is to establish a standard procedure for the measurement and repOlting of RFI 
at any given site for use in the SKA site evaluation process [7 J. The protocol seeks to 
identify RFI originatjng from terrestrial or airborne sources. Satellites and astrophysical 
sources of RFI are considered to be more or less the same for all candidate sites, and thus 
not of interest in this evaluation. For this reason the emphasis is on azimuthal coverage in 
the plane of the horizon [7]. 
The protocol divides the measurements into two palts, Mode I and Mode 2. Mode 1, 
with low sensitivity requirements, is defined for the observation of strong RFI and is rel-
evant for SKA receiver linearity analysis [7]. Mode 2, with high sensitivity requirements, 
is defined for the observation of weak interferences, which potentially threatens to ob-
scure weak signals of interest [7 J. The instrumentation requirements and measurements 
requirements that are specified by the protocol for RFI measurements are summarised 
below. 
2.1.1 Instrumentation Requirements 
The complete instrumentation requirements are specified in the protocol [7], relevant to 
this project are the following: 
• Discone antennas covering the band 70 MHz to 20 GHz. At least 3 antennas would 
be required to span this range. The suggested convenient choice is the log-periodic 
antennas for low frequencies and horn antennas at high frequencies. The frequency 
range was later extended from 60 MHz to 26.5 GHz . 
• Receiver temperature in :::; 3 x 10'1 K for Mode 1 and Tn :::; 300 K for Mode 2 
measurements, defined for the purpose of the protocol to be measured at the antenna 
terminals back (not from the receiver or spectnun analyser input) and thus include 











2.1.2 Measurements Requirements 
Table I in the SKA Memo 37 [7] provides the specifications for Mode 1 "measurement 
cycles" as determined by the Working Group on RFI Measurements and shown in Ta-
ble 2.1. RBW stands for resolution bandwidth and is also the spacing between centre 
frequencies examined. Dwell is the length of time that a channel (one slice of spectrum 
having width equal to the specified RBW) is examined. Reps is the number of times the 
experiment should be repeated per iteration of the measurement cycle. SOh, is the ex-
pected flux density at zero-elevation (that is, along the horizon) for a signal matched in 
bandwidth that generates -100 dBm at the antenna terminals. The flux density defines 
the sensitivity of the instrument in each band if the specified parameters are utilised. A 
detailed description of this flux density can be found in the Appendix A of the protocol. 
The specifications in Table 2.1 were translated by the S.A. RFI team into spectrum ana-
lyzer settings and schedule parameters for use by an automated measurement system ([3], 
page 23). It is essential to note that in the fifth frequency band in Table 2.1, a million 
repetitions over a large 1 MHz bandwidth in a dwell time of 2 p,s per measurement cycle, 
are required. 
Table 2.1: Mode 1 Measurement Cycles. 
I Frequency (GHz) I RBW (kHz) I SOhdB(Jy) I Dwell (ms) I Reps I Total (s) I 
I 0.070-0.150 I 3 I -166 I 10 I 5 I 1334 I 
0.150 - 0.300 3 -159 10 1 500 
0.300 - 0.800 30 -163 10 1 167 
0.800 - 0.950 30 -155 10 20 1000 
0.950 - 1.4 1000 -168 0.002 lOb 900 
1.4-3 30 -150 10 1 534 
3 - 20 1000 -158 10 1 170 
TOTAL 4604 
From the requirements stated in the SKA Memo 37, the South African RFI measurement 
systems 1, system 2 and system 3 were designed by Dr. George Nicolson 1 and assembled 
by the HartRAO technical staff. The three RFI measurement systems are briefly described 
next, followed by the key protocol issues encountered during the measurements. 
2.2 The RFI Measurement Systems 
The description of the RFI measurement systems is written here as extracted from ([3], 
Chapter 3), and is included in this report to give an understanding of the reasons be-
hind the proposed system. All three RFI measurement systems were designed for fully 
automatic unattended operation in order to ensure data reliability and simplify logistical 












considerations. The measurement systems are all mounted on road trailers and are com-
pletely self-contained and mobile. The road trailers support the mast, an air-conditioned 
cabin and a diesel generator. Table 2.2 lists the main components and sub-systems that 
comprise each measurement system. 
Table 2.2: List of major system components comprising an RFI measurement system. 
I Item I Description I 
I Custom built road trailer with air conditioned cabin 
2 Yanmar YD0500lSE 5kW air-cooled diesel generator 
3 Pneumatic telescopic mast with 12 volt compressor 
4 Yaesu 0-5500 azimuth and polarization rotator 
5 Mast Head RF Assembly 
6 R&S HL033 log-periodic low frequency antenna 
7 R&S HL050 log-periodic high frequency antenna 
8 Sucoflex coaxial cable and multi-core control cables 
9 Equipment rack in cabin (unshielded but minimum RFI leakage) 
10 Agilent spectrum analyzer mounted in a ventilated EMC enclosure 
11 Control PC mounted in ventilated EMC enclosure 
12 Control circuitry mounted in ventilated EMC enclosure 
13 Laptop computer for system configuration, debugging and data downloading 
14 complete set of tools 
2.2.1 Mast Head Electronics 
Figure 2.1 shows the layout of the electronics for measurement systems I, 2 and 3. The 
extra low-noise 14 dB gain block only applies to system 2. Heterodyne down-conversion 
is used to reduce the frequency of signals coming down from the mast-head to the spec-
trum analyzer. The mast-head local oscillators are locked to the 10 MHz reference signal 
produced by the Agilent spectrum analyzer. Various RF switches select the antenna, LNA 
and mixer for the band being measured. The noise diode can be switched to any signal 
path to replace the antenna, hence allowing the measurement of receiver temperature TR 
relative to the antenna terminals. 
System I and 3 easily achieve the TR <30000 K specification required for Mode I mea-
surements. The additional gain block in system 2 ensures TR <300 K for a wide frequency 
range, as required for Mode 2 measurements. System 2 is used for Mode 2 measurements 
only at the core site. System I and 3 are used for Mode 1 measurements at all SKA sites. 
Two Rohde & Schwarz log-periodic antennas are employed by each RFI measurement 
system. The HL033 is used to cover the band from 70 MHz to 20Hz, and the HL050 
covers the 20Hz to 26.5 OHz band. Both antennas are simultaneously mounted on the 
mast-head assembly, pointing in opposite directions. The smaller HL050 is mounted 
directly on the mast-head RF enclosure to ensure short cable runs, and the larger HL033 
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the RFI measurement system 1, system 2 and system 3. The 
extra low-noise 14 dB gain block only applies to system 2. 
The mixers used are simple Double Side-Band (DSB) mixers, hence image rejection filters 
were required. The required waveguide high-pass filters were built in HartRAO. Chapter 
3 of reference [3] shows the constructed image rejection waveguide filters as well as their 
frequency response graphs. The three RFI measurement systems were used by the SA 
RFI team for the South African SKA bid. However, the protocol specifications could not 
be met in the L-band using these measurement systems. The following section discusses 
the problems encountered and how they were solved. 
2.3 Mode 1 Protocol Key Issues 
From the above brief description of the protocol requirements, the RFI measurements 
were performed using the three systems, the following key issues were found by the S.A. 
RFI team: 
1. The strategy for determining spectrum analyzer settings was not possible for band 
5 in Table 2.1, because the spectrum analyzer was incapable of scanning as fast as 
the specified 2 p,s dwell time would require. As a compromise the fastest sweep 
time supported by the instrument was selected, and the sweep span was matched to 
the entire frequency span of band 5 [3]. 
2. The specified 106 number of times the entire band must be swept, per measurement 












It was therefore proposed that this band be processed by an FFf spectrometer. The pro-
posed RFI measurement system 4 was design and built by Dr. Adrian Tiplady2. The 
system uses the AD8347 direct quadrature demodulator to down-convert RF signals to 
baseband. The AD8347 is an integrated circuit that performs direct conversion quadrature 
demodulation. The chip is a product of Analog Devices hence the name "AD". The com-
plex signal from the AD8347 is then low-pass filtered by two filters (one for each channel) 
with a total bandwidth of 100 MHz. The baseband In-phase and Quadrature signals are 
then fed into a PCM 480 dual channel digitiser card, that samples the two channels at 
105 MSPS. Finally a purpose written software performs the FFf on the sampled data and 
produce a plot of the power level (in dBm) of the signal versus the frequency over a 100 
MHz bandwidth, extending from -50 MHz to 50 MHz. The proposed RFI measurement 
system 4 is discussed next. 
2.4 RFI Measurement System 4 
2.4.1 Receiver Front-end 
The schematic diagram of the L-band receiver front-end of System 4, implemented by the 
SA RFI team, is shown in Figure 2.2 below. The signal is received by a linear polarised 
directional antenna covering the 80 MHz to 2 GHz band, product of Rohde & Schwarz, 
with a gain of 6.5 dBi. The 6.S dBi means the antenna gains is 6.S decibels more than the 
isotropic radiator gain of 0 dB. 
The Agilent 346C noise source contaminates the signal from the antenna with noise via a 
Narda Microwave Group switch. The noise source is used to compute the noise temper-
ature of the system in a method called the Y-factor method ([12], Page 88). This means 
the noise diode is generally switched off unless calibration is taking place. 
The signal is then passed to the MiteqR LNA. The signal from the LNA is switched to a 14 
dB wide-band amplifier and then switched to the FPGA where quadrature demodulation 
takes place. The cables connecting the RF and Microwave components in the system have 
losses as shown by Ls below. The quadrature demodulator is discussed next. 
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Figure 2.2: Receiver front-end of the RFI Measurement system 4. 











2.4.2 Receiver Back-end 
The AD8347 Quadrature Demodulator is a programmable chip as shown in Figure 2.3. 
The demodulator RF and LO inputs connectors are located in the printed circuit board. 
The RF input is ac-coupled to ground using 100 pF capacitors. The LO input is trans-
formed into a differential input by a very small transformer. The LO inputs are differen-
tially driven for optimum performance [14]. A 200 0 shunt resistor is placed between the 
two differential LO signals to improve the match to a 50 0 source [14]. The differential 
outputs of the transformer are fed into LOIN and LOIP of the AD8347 (see Appendix A). 
Demodulation of the RF signals is performed by mixing the RF signals with the LO sig-
nals. The RF signal is split into two in-phase signals (after some amplification) and then 
fed into two mixers which down-converts the RF signal to baseband using two differential 
LO signals (that are 900 out of phase to each other). The resulting baseband output signals 
of the AD8347 are the In-phase and the Quadrature signals, from a differential baseband 
amplifier. Therefore the In-phase and the Quadrature outputs are differential outputs. The 
data sheet of the AD8347 is included in Appendix A. 
The In-phase and the Quadrature differential outputs are fed into two (one for each chan-
nel) AD8130 buffer amplifiers of unity gain which transform their differential input into 
single-ended outputs. The AD8130 is a differential-to-single-ended converter that oper-
ates up to 270 MHz. 
The signals from the AD8130 amplifiers are low-pass filtered. The two silver rectangular 
blocks on the bottom-right of Figure 2.3 are low-pass filters with a 3 dB cut -off frequency 
01'55 MHz. 
The filtered In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q) output signals are then fed into a PCM 480 
dual channel digitiser card, with two 14 bit Analogue to Digital converters that samples 
the two channels at 105 MSPS. Two RF cables of equal lengths transport the two filtered 
outputs into the PCM 480 digitiser card shown in Figure 2.4. The digitizer sampled data 
is then routed to the Matlab program that does the FFT. Briefly, the data from the two 
channels is combined to form a complex signal. Then FFT processing takes place where 
the power spectrum is the final plot. The purpose written program can do either 128 or 
512 FFT. 
The AD8347 demodulator can operate in either automatic mode or manual mode. Notice 
that a potentiometer is available for manual mode operation. The potentiometer is used to 
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Figure 2.4: The re~r of a computer showing the I-'CM 480 c;u-d with the In-pb~se and 
Quadrature connections from the ocmodulator, 
2.4.3 A D8347 Theory of Operation 
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nel variable gain amplitier" The outpulS from Ihese baseband variable gain amphtier, arc 
then applied to a pair of on-chip. fixed gaill. baseband amplifiers. These amplitiers gain 
up the output signal by 30 dB to a level com)XIl ible with most A·lo-D converters. The Rf 
~nd baseband amplifiers provide approximately 6<),) dB of gain control range 1141. 
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The polyphase phase splitters are RC networks connected in a cyclical manner to achieve 
gain balance and phase quadrature ([14], page 16). For optimum performance, the La 
is driven differentially. A La drive level of -8 dBm is recommended ([14], Page 18). 
Although a single-ended drive is possible, it slightly increases the La leakage. In the RFI 
measurement system 4, the La is differentially driven (see Figure 2.2). 
Variable Gain Amplifiers (VGAs) 
The VGAs have a gain range of 69.5 dB, where the minimum conversion gain is -30 dB 
and the maximum conversion gain is 39.5 dB. The minimum conversion gain occurs when 
the gain control voltage is 1.2 V, and maximum conversion gain occurs when the gain 
control voltage is 0.2 V. This means that the gain control function has a negative sense, 
increasing the control voltage decreases the gain. In Figure 2.5, RF AMP1, RF AMP2, 
and IF AMP1 (together with mixer) yield this 69.5 dB gain range mentioned above. This 
means that the maximum gain at points X and Y is 39.5 dB. IF AMP2 has a gain of 30 dB 
which totals the demodulator gain to 69.5 dB [14]. 
Mixers 
Two double-balanced Gilbert-cell mixers, one for each channel, perform the in-phase and 
quadrature down-conversion. Under Automatic Gain Control (AGC), the maximum al-
lowable mixer output power level is -6.5 dBm (600 mV peak-to-peak into 200 D) [14]. 
In practise, under AGC mode, to ensure that the maximum allowable mixer output power 
level is not exceeded, the mixer output pins are connected to an on-board sum of squares 
detectors. The inputs to this rms detector are referenced to VREF, the reference voltage. 
Any difference between the mixer output level and VREF forces a compensating voltage 
onto the mixer output [14]. The time constant of this correction loop is set by the capaci-
tors that are connected to the I and Q channel offset nulling points. For normal operation, 
0.1 f.1F capacitors are recommended. The summed detector output drives an internal inte-
grator which, in turn, delivers a gain correction voltage to the VAGC pin, the Automatic 
Gain Control Voltage pin. A 0.1 f.1F capacitor from VGAC to ground sets the dominant 
pole of the integrator circuit [14]. The corner frequency of the compensation loop is 
approximately given by: 
40 . 
hdB = -C (COFs lllf.1F) 
OFS 
(2.1) 
where COFS is the value of the offset nulling capacitor [14]. Therefore the corner fre-
quency of the compensation loop is: 
f3dB = 400 Hz 
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The manner in which this problem was solved during measurements was then discussed. 
The chapter ended with a discussion of the RFI measurements system 4, which was built 
to address the problems encountered in the L-band by system 1, 2 and 3. System 4 uses an 
FFf spectrometer to measure RFI in the L-band. The receiver of system 4 and its theory 
of operation were also presented. The next chapter discusses the simulation of the RFI 












L-band RFI Measurement System 
Simulation 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the simulation of the receiver of the RFI measurement system 4, 
and the simulation of the DME signals found in the L-band. The receiver simulation is 
presented first, followed by the DME signals simulation. The simulated DME signals are 
injected in the receiver input as if they are the received signals. This means that the power 
level of the DME signals is calculated as the received power assuming the antenna gain 
of the RFI measurement system. 
The receiver consists of what is called in this report, the receiver front -end (first RF stage) 
and the receiver back-end (FPGA demodulating electronics). The receiver front-end is 
made up of non-monolithic RF and Microwave components and the demodulator is a 
Field Programmable Gate Array. This chapter describes the simulation of these two re-
ceiver parts. The simulation of each component (LNA, cable, wide-band amplifier, switch, 
variable gain amplifier, mixer, local oscillator, baseband amplifier and filter) is thoroughly 
described. The filters employed in the in-phase and quadrature channels are also justified, 
followed by a description of the analogue to digital conversion. 
The chapter ends with a discussion of the simulation of the Distance Measuring Equip-
ment (DME) signals in the 962 - 1213 MHz range. The DME signals are researched here 
because they are expected with vel}' high peak power and short duration and are suspected 
to give problems to the receiving system. 
3.2 Receiver Simulation 
The simulation of the receiver was done in System View. Figure 3.1 is the block diagram 
of the simulated receiver. In Figure 3.1, the simulated DME signal is injected at the LNA 
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Figure 3.1: System level block diagram of the simulated receiver. 
il'F 
System 4 uses a quadrature demodulator shown on the right-hand side of Figure 3.1 in-
stead of a spectrum analyzer. The simulated demodulator down-converts to an Intermedi-
ate Frequency (IF) of 10 MHz. The IF signals are sampled, and the sampled data out of 
the two channels (In-phase and Quadrature) is then used for FFT processing. The specifi-
cations of the demodulator are obtained from Analog Devices [14]. Because the AD8347 
quadrature demodulator is a monolithic integrated circuit (Ie) chip, the parameters of 
some of the components inside the chip could not be found even from the manufacturer. 
After a very exhaustive study of the specifications as found in [14] (page 3), the demod-
ulator was simulated as explained in Sub-section 3.3.4 below. It must be emphasised 
that the low-pass filters are not part of the demodulator. The filters are on the printed 
circuit board, and the simulated filters are justified in Sub-section 3.3.5. The simulated 
receiver components specifications are obtained from their respective manufacturers and 
documented below. 
3.3 Simulated Receiver Parameters 
3.3.1 Cables and Switches 
All cables and switches attenuate the signal by an amount as specified by their respective 
manufacturer and introduce noise in the system equivalent to the loss of the attenuator. 











with noise enabled. "Noise enabled" means that the token attenuates the signal by an 
amount, L ( dB), and the attenuator has a noise figure F = + L (dB), where L is the loss of 
the lossy element in decibels. There are three Narda switches in the receiver front-end 
with losses 0.4 dB, 0.3 dB, and 0.3 dB respectively. Connecting components together in 
the receiver front-end are four RF cables with losses 0.3 dB, 0.2 dB, 0.3 dB, and 0.3 dB 
respectively. 
3.3.2 The Low Noise Amplifier 
The LNA is a product of Miteq whose product number is AFS4-00 100600-13-1 OP-4. The 
LNA is simulated according to the real data specifications from the manufacturer [16]. 
The LNA specifications are summarised in Table 3.1 below. The speci fications are simply 
entered into the SystemView amplifier token. The third-order intercept point H of the 
LNA is not specified by the manufacturer. The approximate rule that many practical 
components follow is that, P3 is 12 to 15 dB greater than PI (the 1 dB compression point) 
assuming these powers are referred to the same point ( [12], pg 10 1, last paragraph). 
This approximate rule is applied in simulating the third-order intercept point of the LNA, 
H = PI + 12 dB is used in the simulation. 
Table 3.1: Miteq LNA specifications used. 
I Frequency (GHz) I 0.1 - 6 GHz I 
I Gain (dB) I 36 I 
I Gain Flatness(±dB Max) 1.25 I 
I NF (dB) 1.3 I 
I VSWR(in/out) 2: 1 I 
I Pout @ldBGCP 10 dBm I 
I P3 output 22 dBm I 
3.3.3 The Wide-band Amplifier 
The wide-band amplifier is a product of Miteq whose product number is AFS2-0000 1200-
25-8P-2. The wide-band amplifier is simulated according to its real specifications from 
the manufacturer's data sheet [16]. The specifications are summarised in Table 3.2. The 
same rule applied in the LNA 3rd-order intercept point is applied in the simulation of 
the wide-band amplifier's third-order intercept point. The wide-band amplifier is the last 
active component in the receiver front-end before the quadrature demodulator (other than 
the Narda switch). The RF signal from the wide-band amplifier is fed into the printed 
circuit board where the AD8347 Quadrature Demodulator is located. The AD8347 simu-











[ Gain Flatness(±dB Max) [ 1.25 
I NF (dB) 2.5 
VSWR(iniout) 2:1 
Pout @ldBGCP 8dBm 
P3 output 20dBm 
3.3.4 AD8347 Quadrature Demodulator 
It is essential to bear in mind that the following discussion focuses on one channel of 
the quadrature demodulator, and automatically applies to the other. In practise, under 
Automatic Gain Control (AGC), the mixer output is connected to a detector, whose output 
drives an internal integrator which, in turn, delivers a gain correction voltage to the AGC 
Voltage pin ([14], page 19). The mixer output has a maximum current limit of about 1.5 
rnA. This allows for a maximum allowable level at the mixer output of 600 mV p-p swing 
into a 200 0 load ([14], page 6), that is -6.5 dBm. This corresponds to an RF input power 
level of -40 dBm at maximum gain of 39.5 dB [14]. This means that the mixer conversion 
loss is 6 dB, that is, the maximum allowable mixer power: 
Pmixer-out = PRFin + Gvga-max - Lc = -40 dBm + 39.5 dB - 6 dB = -6.5 dBm 
where Gvga-max is the maximum gain of the VGAs, and Lc is the mixer conversion loss. 
The manufacturer recommends a mixer local oscillator (La) power of -8 dBm. The La 
leakage power at the RF port is -60 dBm, and the La leakage power at the IF port is 
-42 dBm [14]. The other mixer parameters are simulated from values estimated in the 
graphs in ([14], Page 13). The compression point of the mixer referred to the input is 
16 dBm [14]. The noise figure of the demodulator is 11 dB at maximum gain. Since 
the mixer already contributes 6 decibels of this noise, it is apparent that the amplifiers 
share the other 5 dB. The low noise figure of the VGAs comes at no surprise because 
the AD8347 is a direct conversion quadrature demodulator intended for use as a receiver 
in communication systems like cellular base station, radio links and satellite modems. 
Therefore the first amplifiers must have low noise figures for better performance. 
Figure 3.1 shows the simulated demodulator block diagram. RF AMP1, RF AMP2 and 
IF AMP1 have a gain range of 69.5 dB as in the real system, only that the simulated 
demodulator does not have the option for automation. However, since the power level of 
the incoming RF signal is known in the simulation, calculations can be made such that 
the mixer output power does not exceed -6.5 dBm. This means that the gain values are 
manually entered into System View. These gain values depend on the RF signal power. For 











The gain is decreased as the RF signal power increases to detrimental levels. Therefore in 
a sense, the simulation replicates the practical system, with automation being the major 
difference. 
The specifications of the AD8347 quadrature demodulator are given in [14] and docu-
mented in Table 3.3, Table 3.4 and Table 3.5. For the RF and IF VGAs, the third-order 
intercept point output values in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, are calculated from the approx-
imate rule used for the LNA and wide-band amplifier. The second-order intercept points 
are obtained from the data sheet. For the baseband fixed gain amplifier, the 1 dB compres-
sion point and the third-order intercept point are estimated from their respective graphs in 
the specifications ([14], Figure 23/24) at a baseband frequency of 10 MHz. The graphs 
values are given in dB Vrms, then converted to dBm by adding 13.01 dB. 
Table 3.3: The RF VGA amplifiers specifications 
I COMPONENT I PARAMETER I Value 
I RF VGA I Gain Range I 46 dB 
Max Gain 26dB 
Min Gain -20 dB 
2nd order Intercept -4.5dBm or 65 dBm 
I P3 output@rmn or max Gam I -18.5 dBm or 51 dBm I 
I H output @rnin or max Gain I -32dBm or 9.5 dBm I 
I Noise Figure @max Gain I 2.5 dB I 
Table 3.4: The IF VGA amplifiers specifications 
I COMPONENT I PARAMETER I Value 
I RF VGA I Gain Range I 23.5 dB 
Max Gain 19.5 dB 
Min Gain -4 dB 
2nd order Intercept -4.5dBm or 65 dBm 
I P3 output@rmn or max Gam I -18.5 dBm or 51 dBm I 
I PI output @rnin or max Gain I -32dBm or 9.5 dBm I 
I Noise Figure @max Gain I 1.5 dB I 
Table 3.5: The baseband amplifiers specifications 
I COMPONENT I PARAMETER I Value 
I Baseband AMP I Fixed Gain I 30 dB 
Noise Figure 1.5 dB 
Bandwidth 65 MHz 
2nd order Intercept -49 dBc 
P3 output@max Gam I 20 dBm I 
I PI output @max Gain I 13 dBm I 











3.3.5 Low-Pass Filters 
In reference [14] page 21, the filter design considerations are given for the practical case. 
Filtering can be conveniently done at the IF VGA amplifier output (mixer output) and the 
baseband amplifier output can then be directly fed into an ADC. The practical system 4 
however opted for filtering at the final demodulator output. The considered fourth-order 
low-pass filter has a 3 dB cut-off frequency of 50 MHz. The simulated receiver down-
converts to an IF of 10 MHz. The filters employed in both channels are fourth-order But-
terworth low-pass Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters with a 3 dB cut-off frequency 
of 50 MHz. The total baseband bandwidth is 100 MHz. The digitization of the complex 
signal is performed by a 14 bit Analogue to digital converter at 105 MSPS. This is sim-
ulated by a quantiser in SystemView, which has the same function as the real analogue 
to digital converter, except it does not need an external clock signal for synchronisation. 
The sampling is explained below. 
3.3.6 Analogue to Digital Conversion 
The simulated receiver measures RFI in the 960 - 1400 MHz frequency band (but the 
demodulator can operate from 800 MHz to 2.7 GHz). The maximum frequency in the 960 
to 1400 MHz frequency band, is 1400 MHz, thus the sample rate of the simulation, fs > 
2fmax, must be twice the maximum frequency by Nyquist's criterion. To accommodate 
high-order products of the incoming signal, a system sampling frequency of 5 GHz was 
chosen. The simulation run time or stop time was set at 24 J1S to allow the entire DME 
pulse pair to the transmitted as will be explained in DME simulation below. 
However, the simulated ADC samples at fADe = 105 MHz, implying a sampling period, 
TADC = 1 X 1O-8s for the ADC, thus the samples are TADC seconds apart. Because the 
sample rate of the simulated system is fs = 5 GHz, but the ADC sampling frequency fADe 
is 105 MHz, this means a re-sampler at fADe, must precede the ADC input. Therefore a 
re-sampler at 105 MHz is employed before the ADC (quantiser). A decimator can also be 
used to yield the same ADC sampling frequency of 105 MHz. The re-sampler still satisfies 
the Nyquist criterion for the baseband signal at 10 MHz. The output of the digitiser is 
saved in a SystemView text file and imported into Matlab for later signal processing. A 
14 bit quantiser with a 2 Volts voltage span is used in SystemView for this operation. 
A quantiser is chosen in the simulation for its easy of use. The SystemView ADC requires 
a clock signal for synchronisation. Also, the ADC requires many text files (depending on 
the number of bits) per channel to store each bit in binary format. For instance, one 14 
bit ADC will require 16 text files to store the bit stream. The quantiser on the contrary 
performs the same function as the ADC without any clock signal, and requires only one 












3.4 DME Signal Simulation 
Two systems of interest are known to be operational in the L-band, namely: the Secondary 
Surveillance Radars (SSR) at 1030 MHz (ground-to-airinterrogation) and 1090 MHz (air-
to-ground response) and Distance Measuring Equipments (DME) in the 962 - 1213 MHz 
range. The primary surveillance radars are being phased out of civilian use in South 
Africa in favour of SSR and are therefore not of concern ([11], Chapter 2, page 40). The 
use of DME systems will continue nonetheless. 
The DME signals are researched here because they are expected with very high peak 
power and short duration and are suspected to saturate the receiving system. The full 
theory of operation of DME is documented in Appendix B. 
3.4.1 DME Signal Characteristics 
According to the research done by Fisher [9] at the National Radio Astronomy Obser-
vatory using the Green Bank Telescope, as well as DME equipment suppliers, the DME 
pulses are approximately Gaussian in shape as a function of time, with a half-amplitude 
full-width of 3.5 micro-seconds. The DME pulse is approximated by the following equa-
tion as found in [9]: 
(3.1) 
where t is time, and W is the full-width half-maximum pulse width in the same units as t. 
The research done by Fisher [9] further reveals that the peak power from a DME trans-
mitter on a large jet aircraft is 300 Watts. However, smaller aircrafts use peak power on 
the order of 50 Watts and ground transmitters have peak power between 100 and 1000 
Watts depending on the station's intended service. Manufacturers of aircraft transceiver 
claim a useful range of 550 km for a DME transmitter with a peak power of 300 W [9], 
but aircraft altitude and the separations between ground stations on the same frequency 
will often limit the range to less than 300 km. 
It is reasonable to assume that at 250 km (slant range), the received power is most likely 
the smallest possible receivable power from the aircraft's transmitter. The highest receiv-
able power being the one when the DME transmitter is closest to the receiving system. 
The antenna of the RSA RFI measurement system for the L-band has a gain of 6.5 dBi. 
Therefore, for the worst case scenario, A equals 260.7 mm (1150 MHz) and the slant dis-
tance R equals 250 km, the received power by the RFI measurement system's antenna 
(neglecting atmospheric refraction, and assuming the main beam to be facing the trans-
mitter) is estimated at: 
47rR 2 











= 49.42 dBm + a dB + 6.5 dB -141.62 dB 
= -85.7 dBm 
assuming the aircraft is 35 000 feet above sea level and the transmitting antenna gain is a 
dB. The transmitter power is obtained as the average power of the transmitter as: 
3.5 
P avg = 300 * - = 87.5 W = 49.42 dBm 
12 
(3.3) 
taking into account that the pulse width is 3.5 f.LS and the pulse period is 12 f.LS. With this 
useful insight of DME characteristics, the DME pulse pair is simulated as follows. 
3.4.2 DME Pulse Pair Simulation 
Using two SystemView's custom-source tokens, two baseband Gaussian shaped pulses 
were produced, with a pulse width of 3.5 f.LS and the pulse period of 12 f.LS. The second 
pulse is shifted by 12 f.Ls in the time domain. The two pulses are then added together 
producing a pulse pair that repeats after 12 f.Ls with a total run time of 24 f.Ls. The pulse 
pair is then modulated with a sinusoid at a DME transmitter frequency IDME in the range 
1025 to 1150 MHz. The output of the modulator is a high frequency Gaussian shaped 
pulse-pair with all the DME characteristics defined above. The simulated power level of 
the DME signal, differs depending on the scenario being simulated and the transmitter 
frequency chosen. The power level of the signal is calculated using equation 5.1. Figure 
3.2 shows the simulated DME pulse pair in SystemView. The sine wave is enclosed in 
the Gaussian envelope and very high in frequency, hence the dark Gaussian shape. The 
frequency of the sine wave in Figure 3.2 is 1025 MHz, and the power level is -87 dBm 
which corresponds to 14 micro-Volts zero to peak. 
The simulated DME pulse-pair is fed into the receiver low-noise amplifier input as if it 
were the received signal. The simulated receiver is then tested for saturation and inter-
modulation distortion and the simulation performance is compared to the practical sys-
tem. The simulation tests are documented in Chapter 4 followed by the practical tests in 
Chapter 5. 
3.5 Summary 
The simulation of the proposed L-band RFI measurement receiver can be summarised 
as follows. The injected DME signals set the simulation stop time to 24 f.LS. The system 
simulation sampling frequency is 5 GHz to satisfy the Nyquist criterion and accommodate 
products resulting from demodulating the input signals. The LNA, wide-band amplifier 
and the Quadrature demodulator electronic components are simulated according to their 
specifications as obtained from their respective manufacturers. Other components are 
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or a well justified logic. For instance, the third-order intercept point P3 of the LNA is 
not specified by the manufacturer. According to Pozar ( [12], pg 101, last paragraph) 
many practical components follow the approximate rule that P3 is 12 to 15 dB greater 
than PI (the 1 dB compression point), assuming these powers are referred to the same 
point. This approximate rule is applied in simulating in all the 3rd-order intercept points, 
P3 = PI + 12 dB used in the simulation. Cables and switches attenuate the signal by 
fractions of a decibel, and are therefore simulated using SV attenuators with appropriate 
attenuation values. 
The DME signals are simulated based on their characteristics as derived from reference 
[9]. The power level of the DME signals is calculated according to the scenario being 
simulated. The different scenarios assume different positions of the aircraft relative to the 
receiving system. The DME signals are the input to the receiver. The simulated receiver 
demodulates the DME signals into the in-phase and the quadrature using a local oscillator 
with an input power of -8 dBm. The complex baseband signal is at 10 MHz with a 
total bandwidth of 100 MHz. Two quantisers (simulating Analogue to Digital converters) 
sample the two channels. The sampled data is saved into text files and exported into 
Matlab for FFT processing. A plot of the signal magnitude in dBm versus the frequency 














This chapter presents the tests performed on the simulated receiver and the parameters 
that were calculated in order to characterize the receiver. The chapter begins with the 
basic theoretical calculations that are important in finding out the receiver's capabilities. 
For instance, the minimum and maximum detectable signal power. 
The system gain is treated first, and the receiver is found to have a minimum and maxi-
mum gain due to the VGAs. The gain values are verified in the simulation tests by looking 
at the output power level of a known input signal power. Following that, is the vital noise 
temperature of the receiver which must obey the protocol requirements. Using the noise 
figure calculator of the AppCAD from Agilent Technologies, as well as the System View 
simulation, the noise temperature of the receiver is computed. This is followed by the in-
vestigation of the dynamic range of the receiver. The receiver dynamic range is set by the 
minimum and maximum detectable signal power. The investigation of the power levels 
of these signals is carried out at maximum gain. 
The maximum detectable signal power indicates the power level where harmonic dis-
tortion begins and inter-modulation products begin to show. This is also confirmed by 
feeding the receiver with signals larger in amplitude than the maximum detectable signal. 
This concept is further tested by tracing a small and a large amplitude signal in the re-
ceiver chain by means of a graph showing the signal amplitude at consecutive stages of 
the receiver, taking into account both the minimum and maximum gain of the VGAs. 
The chapter ends with two-tone testing, where the power level of the two-tone signal that 
causes unacceptable inter-modulation products is investigated. Simple CW sinusoidal 
waveforms are used in the two-tone testing. The other tests that are performed use the 
simulated DME signals at varying amplitude levels starting from -110 dBm and increasing 
in 5 dB steps. 
It must be stressed that, since the simulated receiver could not be automated, the following 











cull,iderL"<.l in the II:,I, un l e:;.~ otherwise sta(ed. 
4.2 System Gain 
II h impOrlam to know (lK: maximum gain of a re~eiver hecall,e it implicitly informs 
lh~ re<:eiver de,'igner and or ust[ of l11e minimlLm dcle<:lablc .lignaL 'j'h~ gain of t h~ 
,inl.l latc'd L·band Rf'lmL'a'Ufemenl receiver i, calculated and v,'rilicd bdow, Only the 
minimum and maxirnum gain of lb.L' VGAs ar~ cun,idered in delining the rece iver gain, 
TIle accumulaled gai n G~., and th e accum llla1ed loss L"" inlhL' receiver fronl-end from 
the RF componenl> are calculat~d below: 
G"", G1S~ + GWH'"'' = :'16 I 11 = iiO d/-l (4.ll 
(4.2) 
[."",(dB) -1(004 + 0.3 + 0.3) + (0,25) + (0,2 I 0.3 I 0,:'1 I 0.:'1)1 = -2.:{ii d/-l (4.3) 
where (h.KA is l11e gain of the LNA, G"",.",P i., Ihe g~in uf lhe wld.:-hand amplilier. allll 
L,wid .. " L ... "c',,,"b. Leo''''' ar~ Ie"",,, due lu the .Iwilchel. 111~ .,wiLch cable, and th~ cahles 
te,!",clively The ga in of the recei\'~r back -tTl{i (Q\ladra!Ur~ demodulator electronics I ha, 
lwu valocs of inlere,l hecau.'e of the VOAs, Otl\'iou~ly olher 'alues arc po~, ible bu t (hc,e 
are not of conccrn at (his S-lage, lncreforc, (he AD8347 gain values atL': 
(4.4) 
G ADS)<?_"", ~ '26 - G + I fl.:; + :J.O 6g.5 dB (4,5) 
G ~m'., '"'' = 20 Ij _. <1 I· aD = 0 dB (4.1'» 
wher~ GRrv~" i, the gain of lhe RI' VUA, Gj""UA is (he gain of (he IF VUA, Ga- is (lK: 
gain of the baseband amplitiGr, and L, i., the wm'~]"<;ion lo,s of lhe ITli~er. Therefore th ~ 
maximum and minimnm gain of th r reeeiwr s},strm is . 












where L~k" = l. rdS is (he low-p3'8 filler la" , The maximum gain was verihed hy 
selling the VGA, to ma~imum gain and then feeding II)C receiver with a signal 31 -90 
dBm. lh~ power ,pcctrum of the OUlput IF ,ignaJ ;, ,hown in Figure 4.1, with the signal 
power al 18 dBm. Thi~ mealls that the maximum gain of tile receiver i~ 108 dB. a dB 1e,s 
thall (he computed value. 
Figure 4.1; P(lWer ,pe<:trurn of the II' Olllpul signal at to MHz for an input RF ,ignal al 
-9(l dBm. The IF ,ignal power is al I II dBm. 
4.3 Signal to Noise Ratio and Noise Figure 
The noi~e figure of the simulated receiver is computed u8ing the AppCAD (by Agi lent 
Te<:hnoJogie,) !loise ligure calculator as shown in Figure 4.2. The noi,e ligure ~alcu1ator 
is ,imilar to a ,pread,heel lhal replaces the long hand calculution requi red by equation 
4.9: 
F 
F2 - 1 
F, + " 
'" 
Fl -1 
+ (;ln~ (4.\1) 
where F" i~ the noise figure of componclllnnmher n, where n '" 1.2.3._ .. In Sy8temView 
the noise fignre cakulator value, w~re confirmed as follows. The ~imulation was ran 
and the power ~pectrum plllt8 for the input ~ignaL the in·phasc output and the quadrature 
output were obtained by using the Power Spec/rum dBm in/a 50 Ohms cakulator. The 
signal to noi,e mtill at the input and output of the receiver was ohtained by using the Plot 
St9li~tit:~ button in the Analysis windo ...... 
The noi,e figure of the ea<:h chain, wa, obtained by subtracting the ~ignal to noise ratio at 
the input to the signul to noise ratio at the output of each ~hain_ TI1US the noi se temperature 
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Figure 4.2: Koise Figure Calculator ,bowing Ihe [wise temperature of the receiver. 
T = 200('" - 1) = 1&;.2 1 K (4.10) 
where F refen; to the linear value of the ooise figure. the noi-;e factor. Since the receiver 
is intended to mea,ure RFI according to Ihe Mode I nl<'a,uremenl, requirelllClll,_ the cal-
cuJaled receiver temperature meet, the protocol specification~ for Mode I measurements 
of TR < 30 (X)O K. The dynamic range of the receiver is discussed n e~t. 
4.4 Dyna mic Range 
The dynamic range of a receiver is sel by lhe minimum and ma~imum detectable signal 
power. For the simulated receiver. the minimum detectab le ,ignal power at maximum 
gain i, -1()() dBm as shown hy lhe plo! of Figure 4.4 When (he Rf' ~igllaJ power is 
be low -1 00 dEmo (he ,ignal i~ huried in the noise a~ shown in Figure 4.3. TIle maximum 
detectable signal power i~ c~tima(cd at -59 dBm. meaning tha( any ~igllal at a power level 
exceeding this value, will saturate the receiver. Figure 4.5 ~how~ the power spectrum of 
the IF OU(PUt for an input at -59 dEmo The unde~jred spike at -3D MHz confirms the 
beginning of harmonic dislOHion already at -59 dRm. The other graph~ ~howing the IF 













Figure 4_3: Pm'~r 'pedmm ol-the IF OU!pUl signal at 10 "1Hz for an inpul RF sign~1 a\ 
-1 10 dBm. The figure sho",s lhal, power 1evd, below -100 dBm cannot be detected by 
the receiver. 
Figure 4.4: Power ~pcctl1lm of the IF output signal al 10 MHf for un inpul RF signal at 













Figure 4.5: P,)wer spectrum of the IF output ,ignal al 10 MH/. 1<" an mpul RF ,;ignnJ al 
·59 dBm. The figure shows the maximum delectable ,igll<lL 
Therefore the dynamic range of the simubted receiver at maximum gain is given by ([ 121. 
Page 343): 
IJR, 
.\fuxirmun Allowable Signal Power (. 
= =-.'i9dBm- -lOOdBm)=4IdB 
Mmimum Delec lah)e Signal Pow~r 
4.5 Compression and Third·order Inter-modulation 
The power k,el, thai ex~e~d thl' 1 dB compression poinl P j "r 00 ampl ifier will cau,e 
hamlonic distortion <lnd po"~r 1evd~ in ex~e" of (h~ lhird-onkr intercept point Pj will 
call>\: inter-modulation distOtliOIl r 121. Therdore it i , important 10 track the power kv~ls 
through the stages of tfle receiver \0 ensure that r, and I'" an: not exce~ded, This wu' 
conveniently done with a graph as shown in Figure 4,6. 
It can he ,een lh~l 1-', and 1-'. of the amplifier, mlll mixer~ are not ex~eeded a~ illustrated 
in Figun: 4,6. The r, vulues ;Ire nOI shown in Figure 4,6. becul"e \hey ~re well ~hove Ihe 
n. If P, cannot be excecdcd. p~ cannot he excecdcd as welllI2]. l'igure4.6 also dcpicts 
lhe smulle~ 1 1 dB compre>sion point. 
4.6 'I\ m-tone Testing 
A device Ihut adds inter-modulation distortion (lMDJ 10 it~ outpul sign~l will h;lve un· 
wanted frequency comp<.>nenh gener-lled ~t ~pecitic frequellcie~, The third-order prod-
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comlX'nents 6f aix,1.'e and helow th~ two input Irequencies Fifth-order 1MD will show 
up as extra frequ ~n~y conlponents ~l>ove ~nd below the third-order distortion, exad!v 6 1 
ilp~rt. The other odd-order IMD products will follow suit 
" 
Figure 4.1: Power 8pectrum of the 11' outpul signals showing the location, and power 
levels of the 3rd-order product, for an mput two-tone RF signal at -Hfl dBm. 
The simulated re~ei\'er WilS inve,tigil1ed for thi., beh~viour with ~n inlere,ting question: 
at what power level of the inpul signal will the IMD become 'evere~ The power levels 
of the inpul signill w~, initially , el to -ICX) dHm ilnd inneased in 1 dB steps. The RF 
frequendes ~re 1029 MHI ilnd 1030 MHf with a loc~l oscillator frequ ency set at 1020 
\1H,. The IMD power levels st~rted becoming unaccepwble for input lX,wer ~I -85 dl3m, 
Figure 4.7 show, the power spectrum of the IF signal for the two-tone input power of 
-Hfl dBm. Th~ two RF frequen~,es are down-convened into 9 MH, and 10 MHz. The 
IMO are nlore than 40 dB below the cilmer. For the power level of the two-tone ~t -85 
dBm. the third-order produds jump to ~ix'ut 30 dRc as siiown in Figure 4,8. However, 
~ two-tone signal with a power level aixlVe -85 dHm produces inter-m<.xlulation products 
whose power level L, close to the desired IF signals. The plms 01 the power spectrum for 














Figure 4.H: Power spectrum of lhe IF Olllplil 8ign~ls ,howing the locations and power 
kvc\, of 1!Jt, 3nl-l..-der prodm:ls [or ,In input two-tone RF signal at -H5 dBm. 
4.7 Summary 
In swnrnary. the following ~h'lr,l(;terj >lin of I he receiver were investigated. "I11e calculatcxl 
minimum and n\~xj mum g~in of the re(:ei veT;' 45.95 dB and 109.45 dB respectively. The 
nl<lximunl gain wme veri fied in the simulation by setting the VGA, (0 maximum gain and 
Ihen feeding the receiver with a signal at -90 dBm. The output was found to oc at 18 
dBm. me,ming that the simulated receiver gain i~ IDH dB. which is 1.45 dB \)t,jow lhe 
<.calculated value. Following that wa~ the no;,,, calculalion,_ The noise (emperJlure of 
lhe receiver was computed at 711 12 K which obey, Ihe pro/lX-ol requirements for ).1ode 1 
mcasurcm~nt~. nli~ i, good because the re~ei\'er is inlended for )'1ode I mcasurcments. 
Then the minimum antl maximum tlcl~etabk ~ignal power were mea,ured at -59 dBm 
and -100 tlBm r~,peetivc1y. Tili, m~~n' Ihat the dyn,Ullic rJnge of the receiver is 41 dB. 
Subs~qu~ntly, Ihe ~nmll <Ind l~rge ~mplitude sign~l were followed throughout (he rcreiver 
ehain LO furlher indk·'lle the minimum and ma.\;mllm detectable signal power. 
Finally. (he receiver was t~~ted for two-(one, third-order inter -nlodul~tion distortion where 
it was fountl (hal, Ii)/" a tWO-lOne sign~l with freqllem:ie> 1 MHz apart. (he maximum 
allowable signal power is -H~ dBm. If the tWO-lone ,ignal has a POWCI' level above -H5 
dBm, the 3rtl-order produe:!> jump 10 unm:<:eptahk le\'el,. 












This chapter presents the practical tests that were done on the RFI measurement system 
4. The purpose of the tests was to ensure that the simulated receiver replicates the prac-
tical system and to confirm the simulated receiver predictjons. And most impOltantly, to 
investigate if DME like signals are cOlTectly measured by the system and do not saturate 
the receiver. 
Because of the difficulty in injecting the signals at the LNA input or via the antenna, 
it was decided to perform the tests on the demodulator and the digitiser. However, the 
accumulated gain of the receiver front-end is accounted for in the signal processing. In 
other words, the RF signal is injected at the RF input of the FPGA where the signal from 
the antenna mast would nOlmally be connected. The accumulated gain in the receiver 
front-end is then considered in the signal processing to account for the full receiver chain 
gain. Otherwise, in practise the receiver back-end (demodulator and digitiser) is sufficient 
to demonstrate the receiver's capabilities. The telms "receiver" or "system 4" will be used 
in this chapter to refer to the receiver back-end being tested. 
The receiver is tested using two types of RF signals: the continuous waveform (CW) 
sinusoidal signals, and the amplitude modulated waveforms with DME signal character-
istics. The tests using CW signals are presented first, followed by the amplitude modu-
lated waveforms with DME signal characteristics. The tests using CW signals are done to 
demonstrate any difference in the way the receiver measures the CW signals to the DME 
signals. 
The receiver has two modes of operation: (i) manual mode and (ii) Automatic Gain Con-
trol (AGC) mode. The manual mode is where the gain of the variable gain amplifiers is 
adjusted manually using a potentiometer. The receiver is tested for performance in both of 
these modes of operation. The receiver is tested using CW signals in both modes, whereas 
the DME like signals are only tested in AGC mode. In manual mode, only the minimum 
and maximum gain is considered as the power level of the RF signal is varied. The tests 











5.1 Continuous Wave Signals 
Two Rohde & Schwarz SML03 sigmJ generalors (s~e Appendix OJ arc used to produce 
the RF ~nd LO signals. The power level of the LO oscilblor signa1 is set to -S dBrn a, 
recommended for the AD8347. The RF -;lgnal power is irlCrcas.cu insteps of 5 liB staning 
from either -100 <iBm or -40 dUm ucpcr .. Jing <In the mode. 111 manual mode when the gain 
of the VGAs is set to minimum, the RF signal power swrts from -40dRm. The frequency 
of the RP and LO signal i> 103{l MH/ ami 1020 MHz rClpcctively. The AD8347 is sel 10 
manual m()d~ by adjusting the jumper posilion 011 the print~d circllil hoard. The jumper 
is located next to (he potenliometer 3\ shown in Figure 5.1. 
Fi.~'.ure _~.I: Printed circuit boaI'd showing (he demodulating eiectrol1icl. The jumper is to 
the righl oflhe lighl blue potentiometer. 
Figure 5. j Ihow, the jumper position umkr Automalic Gain COlltrol mode. Moving the 
jumper po'ition to the right will set the demodulator to manual mode. The minimum gain 
of the VGA, is obtained by tuming the potcntiometer fully anti-clockwise. ant.! vice-ver,a 
for the maximum gam. The manual mode telts arc presented nexi. 
5. 1.1 Manual Mode 
Under manual mode of the demodulator. only the minimum and maximum gai n conditions 
ar~ illv~stigaled. This is because all)· gain value in between the minimum and maximum 











following ~haraC'leri\tk,: the minimum and m~ximum detectahle ~ignaL the dynamic 
range. and satlU1l0n Of comprc%ion. The noise !igur~ and the S:'<R are dealt with in the 
simwatioll a, !lIS dlffkul1 to cakulate or estimatc the SNR althe input in the pmc,ti~al 
setup. The inter-modulation distortio" " also considered in the simulated rc<:ci\w, If 
thc simulation rcplicatcs The recciver, the ""ts don~ in the simulation c-an be C'On,idered 
accurate ~nd ~ very close cstimation of how the real rec'eiver would hehave. 
In all of the following plols the LOfnqumcy, 1020 MJiz, npresenls 0 MHz in Ihe jigllre, 
In other wOlds. the zero is at 1020 MHz "1U'h Iluli Ihe IF i, lucaled 10 MHz alwy [rom 
rhe L() ar 1010 MHz, The ,~d piN in aI/ th e graph., "Iwwn in Ihi,' chapler is Ine minimum 
lraa thai L< sel Iv caleh Ihe dyin!; Ir,m sienlli. 
Power Specbu'n of the IF@! 1011Hz 
"r~~~ .~- , . . {~EpaW~L~_dBf"p)_-. 
Figure 5.2: POWN 'p"'drum of the output IF 'ignal at 10 MHz (or 10 I 0 MHL in the hgure) 
for an RF input signal po"er of -30 dBm. 
1\1in imum Gain 
Thc VGA, wcre set fOf minimum gain us ,ng tlle potcutiometer a, de"rilled above, and 
TOC R~ signat powcr w~s initi~l1y set to -40 dRm tllen thc power spectrum of the outpuT 
IF signol w~s ohserved, The IF signal was bulled tll the noise and could nOl he detc<:lcd, 
The power of the RF signal was then increased In steps of 5 dB and (he minimum de· 











the minimum <.ldccmblc SIgnal power. -30 dl:lm. al minimum gain is ~hown in Figure 5.2 
abo\'e. 
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, FreqlJency in MHz 
Figurc 5.3: Powcr spectrum of the oUlpul lF signal al 10 MHz (or 1010 MHz in the figure) 











The power level of the RF signal was increased again until the receiver started showing 
saturation and producing inter-modulation products. The power spectrum of the IF output 
signal for the maximum detectable signal power is shown in Figure 5.3 above. It is im-
portant to notice that the average noise level has jumped up to about 10 dBm from about 
-10 dBm at the minimum detectable signal power. Any RF signal above 11 dBm causes 
inter-modulation distortion. The red plot in figure above tracks the minimum traces in 
order to catch the transients. The graphs showing the IF power spectrum as the RF signal 
power increases are incl uded in Appendix D. The findings of the receiver tests performed 
using the minimum gain under manual mode are summarised in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Receiver tests findings using minimum gain under manual mode. 
I Parameter I Value I 
Min. Detectable Signal -30 dBm 
Max. Detectable Signal 11 dBm 
Dynamic Range 41 dB 
Gain Receiver 38 dB 
In terms ofthe main objective that the receiver was built for, the findings in the table above 
can be interpreted as follows. The receiver is an L-band receiver designed to measure RFI 
in this band, including DME. If the demodulator, under manual mode, minimum gain 
operation, has a minimum detectable signal of -30 dBm. Then the smallest receivable 
DME signal power calculated in Chapter 3 cannot be detected by the receiver. Therefore 
the DME signals will only be detected when the aircraft is at the following slant range 
distance from the measurement system (or closer): 
47rR 
Pr~ [dBm] = Pt [dBm] + Gt [dB] + G r [dB] - 10 log( T)2 (5.1) 
-30 dBm = 49.42 dBm + 0 dB + 6.5 dB _IOlog(4:R)2 
R = 410 m 
Since it is very unlikely to have transmitting aircrafts flying 410 meters to the receiver. 
This means that this kind of a receiver setup is not desirable. Therefore, manual mode 
of the AD8347 and minimum gain of the VGAs is not an option for detecting RFI in the 
L-band and particularly DME interference. 
Maximum Gain 
The same tests that were done using the minimum gain of the VGAs were repeated for the 
maximum gain. The dynamic range was expected to remain the same as in the minimum 
gain, but of interest this time was the minimum and maximum detectable signal power. 
The power spectrum of the IF output signal for the minimum detectable signal power at 
maximum gain is shown in Figure 5.4. And the power spectrum of the IF output signal 











/I cnemial/(} 'wle that Ilu' "rauical syslem has a purpose-wrifT('t! sO/Mar'c thai d(}l'.< 
FFT if! Mal/ah and plnl nnl nnly rhe power le,d(.,) n/ the 'II.\WfIIWleO"S signa/lsi. bal 
ul.<o I",d.' thl' minim~m lraas in order IV calch Transienl,j at I"wer pmver lel'el.,. The red 
pinl in all the Kmphs shown in Ih' .\' chapler 'S llil' m;n,/lwm /race llial is seT fO calch Ih~ 
dying Tran<ienl,' 
Frequency in MHz 
Figure 5.4: Power spectrum of the Oll tput IF signal at 10 :>'1117 for an RF input ,ignal 
power of -n dRm, Thi , fi gure show, the minimum tkleclable signal power at maximum 
gain. 
The dynamic range is calculated at 39 dR which is at 2 dR below that for tfle minimum 
gain. The gain of the receiver at maximum gain is IOH dB. which i~ more than twice lhe 
receiver gain al minimum gain. It is intcresting to notc that this gain value corresponds 
with the value oblained in ~ ,imulalion Table 5.2 ,ummarises lhc tindmgs, 
Table 5.2: Rec~iver tests lindin s usin Ula,.-;u'Uttt ain unde r manual mode. 
PHamdcr Valut 
Mm. Dctectable Signal -98 dBm 
Max, Detcctable Signal -59 dBm 
Dynamic Range 39 dB 
Gain Rece iver I OH dB 










,ouree i, an aircrali 250 km away from Ihe receivIng syslem and lurtocr away. However. iI 
maximum (kl~~labl~ "ignalof -5'1 dBm means that any D.ME tnm'mitt~r closer than 11.5 
km will saturat~ toc receiver. The closest known DME ground <;tation i<; in Sutherland 
which i, more than 1 SO km from toc core ,ite. It is therefore very unlikely to have DME 
u'ansminers as close .1" 115 km from the core. Tocrefore. the rccei\'er can be oper.lled ll\ 
manu~1 mode using maximum g'lin provided lhe inlerreren~~ <;oUTee i<; 11.5 km away or 
more, It is worlh nOling lhalthe>c values cone'pond 10 lhe value" round In the simulation 
tests . 
Power Spec:1nm of the IF @ 1011Hz 
."~~~~~'_' (~F~~~~) 
~ I : 1\11~1,~,\~1~11~~~li'~~ ~\~~"~"'1\~i\~J\I,\\4)~1NA 
! : ~((l1r~\1ir~\t~111~N4(~1'Nh*~~f;'Vr 
1;, \." , .'" .... , w, ..." ... " ''''' I ''''' g"" 1''''.~1!J1Ultm!>m "0lI "oe """ ,,"',-' .... "'''''~ 
~I""I 
Frequency in MHz 
Figure 5.5: Power s[JCcuum of the OUlpul IF , ignal al 10 MHz for an Rt input "ign.11 
power of -59 dBm. This fig ure ,how<; the maximum detecwble signal power al maximum 
gam. 
5.1.2 Automatic Gain Mode 
U<;ing a CW signal. toc receiver wa' ,el 10 ACre mod~. The RF signal IX'wer W,I>, v'lried 
,taning from - 110 dBm where the OUlpul ' ignal Wil<; buned in the noise. At an RF power 
level or -96 dBm IOC output Jli signal could be ob,erved. The -% dBm power is therefore 
Ihe minimum lktectahlc signal power under AGC mode. Figure 5.6. In <;tq)<; of 5 dB, 
the gain of the signal was increased aTklthe output IF plot> were <;aved into a di<;k and 
are mduded m Appendix D. Figure 5.7 shows the maximum delectable <;ignal power at 











Jynamic range. The differencc between the output and input ,ignal power gives thc gain 
whi~h Vi!ri~, with the amplilUdc of the input ,ignal. The gain varies with the amplitude of 
th~ input signal hetwcen 34 and 106 JR . 
Although I]x, r~~~iver g~in and Jynamic rangc arc relatively higher in AGe mode. Th~ 
changing gain is not approrri~te for RFI meawrcments. This is hccanse ot the fol lowing 
reawn. The AGe compensation loop has a lime com,tam sel by a 0. lttF capacitor to aJju'l 
the power OUlpu t to the tksired level The fcal world interfcrC<lce on the other hand, will 
be entering the receiver at random power level<;, impul\1\ely anJ very rapid ly. This means 
that the compensation loop will 1Jt, con'tanlly striving to adju,t the AGe or the receiver, 
as a ~su1t the powcr level measured at the output will nol nece%arily 1Jt, the tru~ power 
of th~ ~ceived signal(,). Tocrefore. th~ raw data from thc digitiscr cannot be calibrated 
since the gain of the AGe i ~ unknown. In other \vorUs. power level mea,urcments cannot 
be made since an unknown AGe is swilcheJ on. It b therefore only appnlilriate to 
perform I{«'I m~asurements under manual mode, moderate or rna~imum gain. In 
this way the recciver can be calibrateJ before n1t'~'uft'ments, anJ th~ d~la obIained trom 
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Figure 5.6: Power 'pe~trum of the IF , ignal al I 0 MH~ tor an RF WpUl signal power ot 
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5.2 Amplitude Modulated Signals 
A signal generator was used to produce amplitude modulated signals. The shape of the 
modulated waveforms was square, with a pulse width of 3.S p,s and a pulse period 12 p,s. 
The carrier frequency was set to 1030 MHz and the local oscillator frequency was 1020 
MHz. By default the minimum signal power of the generator used for these measurements 
is -S dBm. This means the minimum detectable signal power for the amplitude modulated 
signals with DME characteristics could not be tested. The only obvious choice would be 
to use an attenuator to drop the power level coming out of the signal generator. The 
availability of such an attenuator was the only problem in pursuing this idea. The receiver 
was therefore tested (without the attenuator) using an RF signal with a power level of -S 
dBm. The power level was increased in steps of 1 dB. 
The red plot tracks the minimum traces in order to catch the transients. The plot that 
tracks maximum traces has been removed in all the graphs. This is because maximum 
trace plot covers the plot of the signal of interest. 
5.2.1 Maximum Detectable Signal 
Using the amplitude modulated, DME-like signals, the maximum detectable signal in 
AGe mode was investigated. Figure S.8 shows the output IF when the input signal is at 
the maximum detectable signal power. 
The results obtained using the simulator and the practical receiver are discussed next. 
5.3 Simulation vs Practical System 
The simulation is not automated like the real system but under manual mode, maximum 
gain, the simulation is a replica of the real system. This is because the gain, the dynamic 
range, and the minimum and maximum detectable signal power values of the simulation 
correspond to within 1 dB with the practical system values. Therefore conclusions on the 
behaviour of the real system can be drawn based on the simulation behaviour. This means 
that, DME signals of various amplitudes and frequencies can be simply investigated in 
the simulation, and the results can be assumed in the real system provided the same mode 
is assumed. 
In manual mode, maximum gain, the results in Table S.3 were obtained for the simulation 
and the practical receiver. The maximum detectable signal is the signal, which corre-
sponds to a distance of II.S km in slant range. In other words, the RFI measurement 
system will be saturated by interference sources closer than 11.S km. It is very unlikely 
to have L-band interferences closer than II.S km at the core site since the closest DME 
ground stations are at Sutherland which is more than ISO km from the core site. However, 
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Figure 5,8: Power spt'clrulTI of Ihe Ol'lpul hascballd signal at 10 ",1Hz fol' an RF input 












be manually adjusted to a moderate value and the system can then be calibrated based on 
that gain value. 
It can therefore be concluded that manual mode is appropriate for RFI measurements 
since the gain of the receiver remains unchanged. This forms a good basis for calibrating 
the RFI measurement set and producing the required graphs in the RFI protocol. Table 
5.3 clearly shows that the simulation and the practical system are exact replicas of each 
other, at least in manual mode. 
Table 5.3: Simulation versus the Practical System in manual mode maximum gain. 
I Parameter I Simulation I Practical I 
Gsys-max 108 108 
Dynamic Range 41 39 
Max. Detectable Signal -59 dBm -59 dBm 
Min. Detectable Signal -100 dBm -98 dBm 
Table 5.4: AGC mode results using CW signals. 
I Parameter I Value I 
Max. Detectable Signal 9dBm 
Min. Detectable Signal -96 dBm 
Dynamic Range 105 dB 
Gain 34 to 106 dB 
In AGC mode, using CW signals the results in Table 5.4 were obtained. Even though the 
minimum detectable signal power could not be investigated using DME-like signals in 
the practical system. The value obtained using CW signals can be used as a guideline. In 
AGC mode, CW signals tests, the minimum detectable signal is -96 dBm. This value is 
most likely to hold for the DME like signals or vary by one dB. Therefore, the receiver 
will still have about 105 dB of dynamic range when measuring DME like signals. The 
dynamic range is best under AGC mode and the maximum detectable signal power is 
higher. Up to about 8 mW could be detected before inter-modulation products are visible 
and unacceptable. But the changing gain is undesired in RFI measurements based on the 
protocol specifications, and thus AGC mode is undesirable in our intended application. 












Conclusions and Recommendations 
This chapter documents the conclusions made from the study and presents the recommen-
dations for better receiver performance, and particularly how to measure burst mode RFI 
in the L-band using this receiver. 
6.1 Conclusions 
The conclusions of this thesis project are as follows: 
• The RFI measurement system 4, can and will measure DME RFI without suffering 
from compression and inter-modulation distortion. 
• Manual mode and maximum gain is the preferred choice, but care must be taken for 
interference sources closer than 11.5 km as they will saturate the receiver. In this 
case, moderate gain will have to be used and the data calibrated accordingly. 
• The measurement of RFI in AGC mode is forbidden since the gain of the AGC is 
unknown and thus calibration is impossible. 
To summarise the thesis objectives and how they have been met, the following can be 
said: 
• The SKA Memo 37 was reviewed and its requirements were understood and sum-
marised in Chapter 2. 
• The L-band RFI measurement receiver was simulated in SystemView and the sim-
ulation used the real receiver as the simulation gel. 
• The receiver was found to conform to the requirements in Table 1 of the SKA Memo 
37. 
• The DME signals characteristics were researched and simulated in SystemView. 











• The receiver was then investigated for minimum and maximum detectable signals. 
Saturation was also investigated where it was found that the receiver can withstand 
power levels up to 10 dBm in AGe mode and sources as close as 11.5 Ian in manual 
mode. 
• As a final conclusion, it was found that the receiver can measure impulsive RFI in 
the L-band. 
• The appropriate choice for the measurement of RFI was found to be manual mode. 
6.2 Recommendations 
The following recommendations are drawn from the study: 
1. It is recommended that the receiver's demodulator be operated in manual mode 
when RFI measurements are to be made. 
2. If the receiver is to be operated in manual mode, the minimum gain of the VGAs 
must never be utilised. 
3. The mismatch between the filters can be improved, this is suspected to reduce false 
alarm in the detection of very low power transients. 
6.3 Closing Remarks 
The Square Kilometer Array must be located in a remote area. This requires a thorough 
investigation of Radio Frequency Interference at the site of choice. The systems used to 
measure the RFI must conform to the RFI Protocol compiled by the Working Group on 
RFI. The use of a spectrum analyzer to measure in the L-band does not agree with the 
protocol requirements for Mode 1 measurements. As a result, an FFT spectrometer was 
proposed and built. This thesis was investigating the capability of such an instrument to 
measure RFI as required by the protocol. The proposed system was found to measure RFI 
as expected. It is strongly recommended that the receiver be operated in manual mode, 
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AD8347 Demodulator Data sheet 
This appendix documents the specifications of the AD8347 quadrature demodulator as 
found in the data sheet that was obtained from the manufacturer. The data sheet can be 













0.8 GHz to 2.7 GHz Direct Conversion 
Quadrature Demodulator 
FEATURES 
Integrated RF and baseband AGe amplifiers 
Quadrature phase accuracy 1" typ 
I/O amplitude balance 0.3 dB typ 
Third·order Intercept (IIP3) +1 1.S dBm@mingain 
Noislt figure 11 dB@maxgaln 
AGC range 69.5 dB 
Baseband level control circuit 
low LO drive -8 dBm 
ADC-compatible 1/0 outputs 
Single supply 2.7 V to 5.5 V 
Power-down mode 
28-lead TSSOP package 
APPLICATIONS 
Cellular base stations 
Radio links 
Wireless local loop 




The AD8347 1 IS a broadband direct quadrature demodulator 
with RF and baseband automatic gain control (AGe) amplifiers. 
It is suitable for use in many (ommunications receivers, performing 
quadrature dernoduJation directly to ba~eband frequencies. The 
Input frequency rangt!' I.> 800 !vfHz to 2.7 GHz. The outputs can 
be wnnected directly 10 popular /\-to-O converters such as the 
.4.D9201 and ADIJ2S3. 
The RF Input slgnal goes through two .>tages of variable gain 
amplifiers prior to two Gilbert-cd] 1l1iXers. The LO quadratun.' 
phase splitter !:mplo)'s polyphase fillers to achieve hIgh 
quadrature accuracy and amplItude balance over the entire 
operating frequency range. Separate I and Q channel variable 
gain amplifiers follow the baseband outputs of the mix~rs. The 
RF and baseband amplifiers together provide 69.5 dB of gam 
control. A preCision control circuit sets the linear-in-dB RF gain 
response to the gain control voltage. 
US. patents iuuul and pemhng 
Rev. A 
IrftmMIion ~ by AMIog o.vK. iI b.Ii<rwd to b. IUUriIIIe and ........ How!wt: no 
~.-.dbyAIWDgo.vu.fur~~n..-fur..,,~Df~Oforlw 
r9Ib atlhild J*tin thM INY"-' from_use.. SpedI\uIclorw. subi-ctto<Nngewt1fQJt natb. No 




FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Baseband level detectors art! included for use In an AGe loop to 
maintain the output level. The demodulator d, offsets .ue 
minimized by an internal loop, whose time con~tant l~ 
controlled by external capaCItor valuc~. The off.>et wiltful can 
also be overridden by forcing an external voltage at the offset 
nulling pms. 
The ba~eband variable gain amplifier outputs arc brought off. 
chip for filtering before final amplifIcation. By II1serting a 
ch.lIlnel selectlOn filkr before each output amplifier, high level 
out-of-channel interferers are elimInated. Additional internal 
circuiLry also allows the user to set the de commoll-mocie Icvel 
at the baseband outputs. 
One Technology WIY, P.O. Boll. 91G6, Norwood, MA 02062-9106, U.S.A. 
Tel: 781.329.4700 www.analog.com 












V., =: 5 V; T" :::: 25°C; Flu::: 1.9 GHz; Vvnlu::: 1 V; FRr :::: 1.905 GHz; PLO:::: -8 dAm, RWAll :::: 10 kn, aRm \\"1Lh respect to 50 0., un;t:)~ 
otherwise note-d. 
Table I 
Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unit 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 
lO/RF Frequency Range O.B 2.7 GHz 
LO Input level -10 0 dBm 
VGIN Input Level 02 1.2 V 
VSUPPLY(VS) 2.7 55 V 
Temperature Range -40 +BS "C 
RF AMPLIFIER/DEMODULATOR From RFIP/RFIN to IMXO and QMXO (IMXO/QMXO load> I I<O} 
AGe Gam Range 695 dB 
Conversion Gain (Max) VVGIN:::: 0.2 V (max gain) 395 dB 
Conversion Gain (Min) VVGIN = 1.2 V (mm gain) -30 dB 
Gain linearity VVGIN::: 0.3 Vto 1 V ±2 dB 
Gain Flatness FLO:::: 0." GHz to 2.7 GHz, F~~ -= 1 MHz +0.7 dB pop 
Input PI dB VVGIN:::: 0.2 V -30 dBm 
VVGIN = 1.2V -2 dBm 
Third-Order Input Intercept (lIP3) FRfl::: 1.905 GHz. +11.5 dBm 
FRf~= 1.906 GHz, -10 dBm each tone, (min gain) 
Second-Order Input Intercept (IIP21 FRF ::: 1.905 GHz, +25.5 dBm 
FRfl:::: , .906 GHz, -10 dBm each tone, (min gain) 
LO Leakage (RF) At RFIP -60 dBm 
LO Leakage (MXO) At IMXO/QMXO -42 I dBm 
Demodulation Bandwidth -3 dB +90 , MHz 
Ouadrature Phase Error FA> = 1.9 GHz -3 ±I +3 I degree 
VQ Amplitude Imbalance FA> = 1.9GHz +0.3 ' dB 
NOise Figure Max Gain 11 dB 
Mixer AGC Output Level See Figure 34 24 mVp-p 
Baseband DC Offset At IMXOiQMXO, max gain (corrected, REF to VREF) 2 mV 
Mixer Output Swing Level at which IMD3 = 45 dBc 
RLOAD::: 200 0 6S mVp-p 
RLoAD:::: 1 kO 6S mVp·p 
Mixer Output Impedance 3 0 
BASEBAND OUTPUT AMPLIFIER From lAIN to IOPP/IOPN and QAIN to QOPP/QOPN 
RLOAD::: 10 kO 
Gain 30 dB 
Bandwidth -3 dB (see Figure 22) 6S MHz 
Output DC Offset (Differential) (VIOf'l' - VIOlIN) -200 ±SO +200 mV 
Common-Mode Offset (VIOW + VIOrNl/2 - VVCMO -40 IS +40 mV 
Group Delay Flatness o MHz to 50 MHz .... 1.8 ns p-p 
Second-Order Intermod. Distortion FIN 1 :::: 5 MHz. FIN2:::: 6 MHz, VIN 1 = V1N2 = B mV pop -49 dBc 
Third-Order Intermod. DistortIOn FIN 1 = 5 MHz, FIN2 :::: 6 MHz, VIN 1 = VIN2 = B mV pop -67 dBc 
Input Bias Current +2 ~A 
Input Impedance 1113 MOllpF 
Output Swing limit (Upper) Vs-I.3 V 
Output Swing limit (Lower) 0.4 V 












Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unit 
CONTROL INPUT/OUTPUTS 
VeMQ Input @V,~2.7V 1 V 
@Vs=5V 0.5 1 2.5 V 
Gain Control Input Bias Current VGIN <1 ~A 
Offset Input Overriding Current IOFS, QOFS 10 I1A 
VREF Output RLOALJ = 10 kfl 0.9S 1.00 LOS V 
RESPONSE FROM RF INPUT TO FINAL IMXO and QMXO connected directly to lAIN and QAIN. 
BBAMP respectively 
Gain @VVG'N=0.2V 65.5 69.5 72.5 dB 
Gain @ VVGIN -:= 1.2 V -3 +0.5 +4 dB 
Gain Slope -96.5 -89 -82.5 d8N 
Gain Intercept linear extrapolation back to theoretical value at VGIN = a 88 94 101 dB 
LO/RF INPUT (See Figure 30 through Figure 33 for more detail) 
LOIP Input Return Loss Me<lsuring LOIP LOIN, ac-coupled to ground with 100 pF. -4 dB 
Measuring through evaluation board balun with termination -9.5 dB 
RFIP Input Return Loss RFIP input pin -10 dB 
ENABLE 
Power-Up Control Low = standby 0 05 V 
Power-Up Control High = enabled +Vs - 1 TV, V 
Power-Up Time Time for final BB amps to be within 90% of final amplitude 
@Vs=SV 20 ~, 
@Vs=2.7V 10 e' 
Power·Down Time Time for supply current to be <4 mA 
@Vs=5V 30 ~, 
@Vs=2.7V 1.5 m, 
POWER SUPPLIES VPS1, VPS2, VPS3 
Voltage 2.7 S.S V 
Current (Enabled) @SV 48 64 80 mA 
Current (Standby) @5V 400 ~A 
Current (Standby) @3.3V 80 ~A 












THEORY OF OPERATION 
VPS2 VPS3 VREF IMXO IOFS IOPP IOPN 
Figure 45. Block DIagram 
lh\,.' A08347 IS a direct IiQ demodulator usable in digital 
wlrdess wmmunu:41twn )y.;tem::. including ceHulM, pes, and 
digital vIdeo receivers. An RF signal in the frequency range of 
800 M Hz to 2.700 MHz is dm::..:!I}' dOWIlCOllVerteu to the I and 
Q compuncnts at ba::.eband uSIng J local oscillator (LO) signal 
a.t the same frequency as the RF signaL 
The RF I:lPllt sign'll goe ... through two :.!agrs of variable gain 
;)mplifiers before splittmg up to rca.:h two GJ!bert-cell mixers. 
The nuxer::. are drJven by a p:.ur of LO signal:. which are in 
quadrature (90 degrees of phase differenct» The outpulS of the 
lllixers are applit.'d to baseband I-channel and Q-channcl 
vJ.flahle gain olmpliners. The olltpuh from the'!'e baseband 
\'ariablc golin amplifiers are brought out to pins for external 
filtering. The filter outputs are then applied to a pair of on-chip, 
fixed gam, ba~eband amphfi.ers. These amplIfiers gain lip the 
OUlputs from the external filter~ to a level compatibl~ with most 
,\-to-D (onvert~rs. A sum of ~qllan's detector is .wdilablc for 
use In an automatic gain control (AGe) loop to set the output 
level. The RF ,md baseband amplifit'TS provide approximately 
69.:; dB of !;ilin control range. Addllional on-chip circuit~ allow 
the setting of the de level at the l-dMnncl.md Q-,hanneJ 
ba:;cband outputs, .IS well as nulling the d.:: offset at {"ach 
channel. 
RF VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIERS (VGA) 
These amplifier:; use the patented X-AMP· approach with NP~ 
diff('r~ntial pairs sepMJ.leJ. by ))edium of Tr..'))I))tlVl' attenuators 
Tht" gain control I)) adlleved through a gaussian interpolator 
where the control voltage sets the tail currents supplied to the 
YilnOUS differential pairs according to the gain deSired. In the 
Grst amplificT, the combll1ed output currents from the 
transconductance cells go through a cascade stage to resistive 
loads with mductive peaking. In the second amplifier, the 
differential current:; are splat and fed tn the- t\\'o Gilbe-rt-CL'Il 
mixers through separate cascade ~tage!l 
MIXERS 
Two double balanced G1Jbert-cell mixers, one for each cha!1Jlel. 
perform the in phase (I) and quadrature (Q) down conwrsinn. 
Each mixer ha~ four ,ross-connected transistor paH!I that Jfe 
termmdled in T~sistiye load!l and feed the differential basebJ.nd 
varl.1ble gain amplifien for each channel. The qU.1draturc LO 
!lignals drive the bases of the mixer transistor.., 
BASEBAND VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIERS 
The baseband VGAs also usc the X-AMP approach With N"P:t\' 
differentIal paIrs separated by sectiOns of reSl!ltlve attenuators. 
The same interpolator controlling the RF amplifiers controls the 
tail currents of the diffcrL'ntlal pairs. The outpUlS of these amplifiers 
arC" provided off chip for e:xlernal filtering. Automatic offset 
Ilulling nunimlzes the de offsets at both 1- and Q-channcb. Thl:.' 
common-mode output voltage is set to the same level as the 
reference voltage (1.0 V) generated in the Bias ccll, also made 
.v.liable at the VREF pm (see Figure 45). 
OUTPUT AMPLIFIERS 
The output amplifier)) gam lip the ~lgnal COlTIlllg back from each ot 
the external filters to a level compJ.tibk with most high :;peL'd A-to-
O CO\lVcrten. These amplifiers are based on an active feedb;Jck 
design to achieve high g;:lJn bandWidth ·wlth low distortion 
LO AND PHASE SPLITTERS 
The Incoming LO signal is applied to a polypha~e phase sphtter 
to generate the LO s:gnals for the I-channel and Q-channel 
mixers. The polyphase pha))e ))plitters are RC networks 
connected in a cyclical manner to achieve gain balance and 
pha~e quadrature. The wide opcratlOg frequency range ofthe~e 












these networks with ~taggered RC constants. Each brandl goes 
through., buffer to mJke up for the im.s and high frequency 
roll-ofr. The output fromlhe buffer::. then goes into another 
polyphase pha"c splitter 10 enhance the accuracy of phase 
quadrature. Each LO signal IS buffered again to drive the 
mixers. 
OUTPUT LEVEL DETECTOR 
To create an AGe voltage (VAGC), two Signals proportIOnal to 
the square of each output channel arc ~ummed together and 
compared to a built-in threshuld. The inputs to this rms 
detector arc referenced to VREF. 
AD8347 
BIAS 
An accurate reference CIrcuit generales the rdefence current~ 
med by the dIfferent sedlons. The reference cm:Ult I:' controlled 
by an externa.l power-up (ENBLJ logIC :'lgllJI tholl, when :.ct low, 
puts the whole chip into a slt"f'p mode typIcally requiring less 
than 400 I-iA of supply (urn'nt. The reference voltage (VREf) of 
1.0 V, that serves as the common-mode reference for the 
ba~ebanJ clTcuits, 1S made available for external u"e. The VREF 













Distance Measuring Equipment Theory 
DME stands for Distance Measuring Equipment. The DME is a medium range civil nav-
igation aid system. The DME system's main components are shown in block diagram 
form in Figure B.1. The DME system uses a time delay method for measuring the dis-
tance from an aircraft to a ground station. The aircraft begins determining its distance by 
transmitting short pulse pairs at a maximum of 150 pulse pairs per second on the receive 
frequency of the selected ground station. After a fixed 50 microseconds delay from the 
received pulse time, the ground station transmits a pulse pair back to the aircraft on a 
frequency either 63 MHz higher or lower than the aircraft's transmission frequency. By 
measuring the delay between the transmitted and received pulses, less 50 microseconds, 
the aircraft's DME unit can determine its distance from the ground station. This gives 
the slant-range distance rather than horizontal distance, but the latter can be computed 
from knowledge of the aircraft's altitude and the elevation of the ground station. The 50 
microseconds delay called the fundamental delay is introduced so that an aircraft which 
is flying very close to the beacon can complete transmission of the encoded interrogating 
pulse pair, and then deactivates its own transmitter, before its receiver begins receiving 
the corresponding beacon reply pulses. 
The DME system operates in the frequency range 962 to 1213 MHz. The ground-fo-air 
transmissions are confined in the 962 - 1024 MHz and 1151 - 1213 MHz bands. The 
1025 - 1150 MHz is for the air-fo-ground portion of the service. Sharing this band are 
the radar transponder systems which use 1030 MHz for ground-to-air and 1090 MHz for 
air-to-ground. Secondary Surveillance Radars (SSR) or radar transponders are located in 
the ground and continuously transmit interrogation pulses. Any aircraft within range, that 
contains an operating transponder listens for a SSR signal and sends a 4 digit transponder 
code that identifies itself. The aircraft is then displayed as a tagged icon on the controller's 
radar screen. 
Of interest to this project is the air-to-ground portion of the spectrum. This is because 
any transmitting aircraft responding to either a DME ground stations or a SSR transponder 
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B.I DME Frequency Channels 
DME transmission frequencies are 1 MHz apart. There are 126 aircraft transmission 
channels starting from channel 1 at 1025 MHz up to channel 126 at 1150 MHz. There are 
two transmission modes for each aircraft transmission channel, that is Mode X and Mode 
Y. In Mode X, the ground station transmission frequency is 63 MHz below the aircraft 
transmission frequency for channels 1-63 and 63 MHz above the aircraft frequency for 
channels 64-126. In Mode Y, the ground frequency is 63 MHz above the aircraft fre-
quency for channels 1-63 and 63 MHz below the aircraft frequency for channels 64-126. 
Hence, in Mode Y the ground station transmissions are in the air-to-ground band. The 
illustration in Figure B.2 shows the DME Channels reply and interrogation frequencies. 
To render the system as immune as possible to errors caused by aircraft and ground sta-
tion transmissions on the same frequency and random interferences, pulses are always 
transmitted in pairs. 
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CHANNELS 
Figure B.2: DME Channels Reply and Interrogation Frequencies. 
In Mode X: 
• the interrogating (aircraft) pulses are 12 microseconds apart, and the reply (ground 
station) pulses are 12 microseconds apart. 
In Mode Y: 
• the interrogating (aircraft) pulses are 36 microseconds apart, and the reply (ground 











B.2 DME Signal 
B.2.1 Characteristics 
According to the research done by Fisher [9] at the National Radio Astronomy Obser-
vatory using the Green Bank Telescope, the DME pulses are approximately Gaussian in 
shape as a function of time, with a half-amplitude full-width of 3.5 microseconds. The 
pulse is approximated by the following equation: 
V(t) a e-05(t/o-)2 = e-27726(t/W)2 (B.!) 
where t is time, and W is the full-width half-maximum pulse width in the same units as t. 
B.2.2 Power 
The DME peak pulse power is different for each aircraft depending on the manufacturer. 
However, the peak pulse power from a transmitter on a large jet aircraft is typically 300 
watts [9]. The transmitter peak power for ground stations is between 100 Watts and 1000 
Watts, depending on the station's intended service [9]. The voltage amplitude of the pulse 
in equation B.1 is one. Since peak pulse power for aircraft transmitters is 300 W, then 
assuming a 50 0 impedance, the corresponding peak voltage is: 
Vpeak = J Ppeak R = 122.5 [V] (B.2) 
where R is the impedance. Therefore, the transmitted pulse from the aircraft is given by: 












Simulation Tests Plots 
The followin£ plots show the power spectrum of the demodulated signal at different RF 
power levels rOT the '>mllC local oI.CiIlaror rrcqllCnc'),. The RF '>ignaJ in all ca'>cs is [he 
,imulatcu DME , ignal and the rc~civcr is at maximum gain. 




Figure C.I: Power spcctnnn of the IF output signal at 10 MHz for an input RF signal 
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t-i gu rc C.:!: Poy,a spectrum of Ill e IF VUl pUI signal at to ;\1Hz for :m tnpul RF ~~nal 
POI>. Cf ill _lIU <.I Bm. 
Ftgurc C.3: Power spectrum of lhc 11' (l U\I'Ul sigrJ;l) at 10 MHz for an inpu t RF siGnal 












Figure CA: Po-<cr ~pecl ru l l1 'If the IF O\l lput signa! ~I 10 MH7. ror an input Rf signal 
pow".' at -nO dUm. 
HSlIre C5: Po"er ~prt\ru", nf Ihe IF OUlplll sigmll at 10 MH, fur an input Rr ~iSnal 
p .. WCI at -58 dRm. 1be inl ( l -nll>t.lu l:'Ln)rl p ... <lu('1:<; arc unaccrpl.>ble abO'e -.,)X dBm a~ 















Figure- Cofl: f'o--w ~reCln\nl of the II' oUTput , ignaJ, showing the localion,> and power 
lcvcl~ Dr tJl ~ 3rd· (~dt't prouuct, 1"r ~n input RF signal power at -90 uRm. 
! • 
! 
Fig'..rc C 7: Power specU'um of the IF ou tput ,[gnats !JJowing llle ]".;ali"n,> ~nd JXlw~r 













1'1 ~ llre C.8: Power ~f1el'l rum of lht IF p \J lr \l1 ~igna ls <Jlnwing IOC 1('\CIlIt"n~ :lnd p"wer 
l.:, .:ls of (h~ 30t-unj"r pmduc(\ fur an Input RF .,ignal pow"r al -59 dBm. Th~ :lnl-orucr 











Practical Tests Apparatus and Plots 
D.l Signal Generators USt'tl 
The follow;n!: pnotoWJplu ~w \h~ ~ j gl131 gen~ral 0f> that were u~d for lhe l~'h and 
hO'o'o the cqu,pm.-nl " ";b 'oC'\- ul' 
H~\lTe D.I : The 1"-"3 _.ig<l.'I i g~n~rator> u~d 10 prodllC~ the RF ami 1.0 ~; gnab . Th~ houom 











Figure 0.2: The receiver enclosure with [oc RI' and LO connector, in the IrOn[. The 
In-pha,c and Quadrature signals from the demodulator arc labelkd lout and Qnul. 
Figure D.3: The back oftoc PC where lhe digiliser i~ located. The T ~nd Q ~ignaJs arc fed 











Figure D.4: TIle power ,>peelnun plots ofthc demodulated signal from the purpose wriucn 
,,,flwar,,_ 
The red piollraccs the minimum transient,_ the blue is (he actual power lc~'C1 of (he :,ignal 
and (he green plol traces the maximum <;ignaJ. If the frequency of the RF or LO j, varied 
[h" location of the IF chang"'~' ,hnwn by rhe green ploL 
0.2 Continuous Wave 
The following plot, ' ef', e to ,how the power 'pectrum of the IF signJI for variou:; RF 
,ignal power levels. The plOI' funhcr >crvc to show the RF signal power levels that 
,3111mtc the receiver under differenr moue, and different receiver gam val u", 
0.2.1 .Manual Mode 
.'\linimum (iain 
The LO frequency, lU2U MHz. repl'cs.cnts () MHz in this ligure (or is ll,eu a, a reference 
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f'if'urc 0.5: P"wel' ~PC('tru!ll of thr output If' ,ignal 3t 10 MHz (or 1010 " 1Hz ill the 
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f'igure 0 .11 : ,,<""'er ~reclrum .or th ~ " Ul put IF ~; !! IIJI al 10 \JH .. (or lOW MH ... ill the 












- FrtqUI!OOt'y in fIIH~ 
F;gur~ D 7: P""er '!lc!~\rum of t "' ~ output IF , ignul at 10 MH/ (or 1010 MH I in the 
figure) ror ~rI RF inpu! ~; gn:.1 p',,,,er of 12 (\Rm. 
M:tximum G~in 
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Pitt'll:" 1),8: PGwrr ;p('('trum (If th~ output IF ~; g nal at 10 MHz (or lOW MHI ,n lhe 











Power Spedlum of_ IF C!I 1011Hz 
1!! ___ .70d&n! .~, _'~~-, 
• 
. .. 
Frequency in MHz 
Figure D.9: Power ~p"clrurn of lh~ oUlpul IF ,ignal al In MHz (or lOin ",1Hl in lhe 
figure) for ~n RF input sign~1 power of -70 dRm. 
Figure D,IO: Power spectrum "flhe output IIi signal at lO MHz (Of IOlO '\1Hz in the 










)),2,2 AGe Mode 
•• , 
Power Speetnrm 0I_1F@10IlHz 
(RF_~dBm> , , , , , , , , , 
Freq""""Y jr> MHz 
Figure 0.1 (: Power spedmm of the output IF signal at ID MHz (0.- lD1D MHz in the 




Freq.......:y if> MHz 
Figul'lC D, 12: Power sl~drum of tlle output IF signal at lD MHI (0.- 1010 MHz in lhe 
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Pigurc D. 13: Powel' <;pC<"t rum of the output II' .Iigna) at J() MHz (or IO JO ,,1Hz in lhe 
ligun::) fnr u RF Ulput ' 1!:lwl pnwer of _40 dBm. 
_~OIa.IFO'OIiKt 
.......-__ 1!W~.Cd~! _, ,~,_,~~~~_ 
- :::;"""";,:, .. :,::nq .. ~-===== .. 
Figure lU4: 1\)\O'er !of!l'Cl ru lll of the ()lItput If' 'Igna.1 at 10 MHz (or [{I 10 MHz in lhe 
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lD 11Hz 
Figure 0. 15: Power spectrum Oflhc output IF signal at 10 MHz (or IOlO "1Hz in (he 
figure) for a RF input signal power or 12 dB m 
D.3 Amplitude Modulated l}ME like signals 
0.3.1 AGe Mode 
Power Specm- of th! F@10 MHz 




FOLq __ ""Y ~ 11Hz 
Figure 0.16 Power 'peclrum of the (Julpul IF , ignal at 10 MHI (or WOO l\lHI in lhe 
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Fi~\lrc TU 7: Powel ~pc~ I I' U1n " f I"~ Olilpul IF signal al 10 MH, (c"- 1())() \ 1H"n Int! 
fij!ure) for a RF input si gllallX'w~r (,f -J dBm. 
1"o\IIe. Spectrum of !be F @lID MHz 
1 .. _,11_1 
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.",..:, .... .,.11. 11i., ... _"'~_ ......... """ .... ""' ___ , __ , --f*<pn ; •• IIZ 
l"lgurc D.I": Po",,;r ~I:o..'Ctr\lm of the QUlpllt IF ~ ignal at 10 :"1 Hz (or H)(MI :"1 Hz in the 











Matlab Signal Processing 
The Matlab code used to combine the In-phase and Quadrature data from the simulation 
and produce a plot of the power spectrum of the IF signal versus the frequency is given 
below. 
I = in-phase; % this is the textfile that contains the in-phase data 
Q = quadrature; % this is the text file that contains the in-phase data 
Com = complex(I,Q); 
Y = FFT(Com,1024); 
Pyy = Y *.conj(Y)/1024; 
PyydBm = 10*log(Pyy)+30; % convert to dBm 
f= lOO*(-512:5II).l1024; % set the frequency range 
plot(f,PyydBm); grid on 
title(' Power Spectrum of DME signal') 
xlabe l( 'Frequency in MHz') 
ylabel('Power in dBm') 
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